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Abstract 

Every living organism contain a cell membrane which is an important cell structure with a vast 

variety of different functions such as cell signaling, transportation and energy production. One 

of the most important functions is to produce energy for the cell to thrive. In humans and other 

organisms, oxygen is used as the final electron acceptor to drive reactions that pump protons 

across the membrane to create an electrochemical proton gradient. This electrochemical proton 

gradient is then harvested for the production of ATP, the currency of life. Even though the 

membrane proteins that are responsible for the electrochemical proton gradient belong to one 

of the most well-studied membrane protein families, there are still mechanisms to be revealed. 

Two of these mechanisms are proton pumping across the membrane and the route of oxygen to 

the active site of cytochrome c oxidase, the final enzyme in the respiratory chain that reduces 

oxygen to water. By using X-ray serial crystallography these mechanisms can be revealed.  

Previous research has found that membrane protein crystallization is greatly improved if the 

environment of the protein mimics the native environment. Reconstituting the membrane 

proteins in a lipidic cubic phase, a membrane mimicking lipid bilayer, increases membrane 

protein stability and crystal packing. As a result, large volumes of good quality microcrystals 

for X-ray serial crystallography can be obtained. Our studies present a method that allows for 

better visualization of the crystallization process of microcrystals in lipidic cubic phase. The 

method was then used to produce microcrystals of a ba3-type cytochrome c oxidase which 

resulted in the first room temperature structure at 2.3 Å resolution. This work was extended by 

a procedure to bind CO to the active site of the protein crystals, a first step for revealing the 

mechanisms of proton pumping and oxygen migration within the enzyme.  

The method was also successfully used for other proteins where new crystallization hits were 

found and optimized. These include sensory rhodopsin II from halophilic archea and reaction 

centre from Blastochloris viridis. For reaction centre, the method was also used in combination 

with crystal seeding to create a new procedure for microcrystallization. The work presented in 

this thesis provides a foundation for further development of serial crystallography and for 

producing microcrystals for time resolved studies.  
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Chapter 1 

 

1. Introduction 
 

 

1.1 The cell membrane 
Every organism, from single cell bacteria to complex multicellular mammals, need a cell 

membrane for protection, organizing tasks and to compartmentalize. It’s also known that most 

of the cellular processes are linked with the membrane either directly or indirectly in some way. 

Therefore, cell membranes are considered to be one of the key structures in cell biology (Yang 

& Hinner, 2015).  

The cell membranes consist of two layers of polar head groups forming a bilayer (seen in figure 

1) with a hydrophobic core in between. The hydrophobic core in biological membranes mostly 

consists of two fatty acid chains while the hydrophilic head group consists of phosphate group. 

The membranes can differ in phospholipid species – both regarding their phospholipid head 

group and the fatty acyl chains. To this core structure of phospholipids, other fatty acids and/or 

lipids can be added such as sterols which add to the complexity. In mammalian cells cholesterol 

can represent up to 40 % of the total lipid content (Bernardino de la Serna, Schütz, Eggeling, & 

Cebecauer, 2016; van Meer & de Kroon, 2011). The different phospholipid species together 

with the additives of other molecular structures, changes the physical properties, such as 

viscosity and the interleaflet coupling of the membrane (Fujimoto & Parmryd, 2017; van Meer 

& de Kroon, 2011).  

There are several models regarding the plasma membrane and one of the best known is the 

“fluid mosaic model” of Singer and Nicolson (Singer & Nicolson, 1972) where the membrane 

is portrayed as a “fluid lipid bilayer” that is occasionally interrupted by proteins. This fluidity 

provides an advantage over other more rigid cellular components since it enables the molecules 

in the membrane to diffuse, rotate and move over long distances within the bilayer. The 

membrane is not as fluid as the cytosol and is regarded more as a two-dimensional fluid, held 

together by the structure of the phospholipid bilayer (Bernardino de la Serna et al., 2016; Luby-

Phelps et al., 1993). Cells can also modify the viscosity of the hydrophobic core by altering the 

saturation of their lipid acyl chains. This in turn enables the membrane to adapt to 

environmental changes such as temperature (Fraenkel & Hopf, 1940). Another way for the cell 

to alter the viscosity of the membrane is to modify the lipid composition or by the addition of 

proteins and other molecules that can vary in space and time (Bernardino de la Serna et al., 

2016).  

In addition to the fluid mosaic model, there are a few other models that support the fluidity of 

the bilayer but give evidence that membrane components are restricted in lateral movements. 

This evidence gave rise to a compartmentalized view of the membrane, where proteins, lipids 
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and actin organize into micro-and nano-domains (Cambi & Lidke, 2012; Eggeling et al., 2009; 

Lillemeier, Pfeiffer, Surviladze, Wilson, & Davis, 2006; Lingwood & Simons, 2010; van 

Zanten, Cambi, & Garcia-Parajo, 2010). The compartmentalization can be described in a short 

way that different types of lipids, proteins and actins favor certain interaction partners which 

leads to nanoclusters of domains that can be observed as ‘islands’, ‘rafts’ and ‘corrals’ 

respectively. The membrane also has an important role when it comes to post-translational 

modifications of membrane proteins. Membrane associated proteins can undergo a post-

translational modification when localized into the membrane. By acylation of specific amino 

acids with acyl groups from the lipid acyl chains, the acyl group can mediate the interaction of 

a protein with the hydrophobic core of the membrane (Cambi & Lidke, 2012).  

 

1.2 Membrane proteins 
Membrane proteins are located at the cell membrane and are both structurally and functionally 

diverse and constitute about half of the mass of the plasma membrane. Membrane proteins can 

be divided into two large groups; intrinsic- and peripheral proteins, depending upon how they 

are attached to the phospholipidic bilayer. Due to the variety of membrane protein functions, 

membrane proteins enable the membrane to carry out a wide set of different activities such as 

cell signaling, energy production and transportation of different small molecules and ions 

(Dupuy & Engelman, 2008; Uzman, 2001) which is also why the membrane proteins are 

estimated to be encoded by roughly 30 % of the human genome (Finkelstein, 2014). On account 

of this, over 50 % of the commercial drugs available target membrane proteins (Overington, 

Al-Lazikani, & Hopkins, 2006; Rask-Andersen, Almén, & Schiöth, 2011).  

 

1.3 Cell respiration 
 

1.3.1 Mitochondrial electron transport chain  

One of the most important roles of membrane proteins is to convert energy into an 

electrochemical membrane proton gradient to be used in the formation of adenosine 

triphosphate (ATP). ATP is a molecule with high-energy chemical bonds that are cleaved in 

chemical reactions to make the cell thrive and reproduce. ATP is foremost formed when the 

intrinsic protein F-type ATPase (complex V) catalyzes the phosphorylation of adenosine 

diphosphate (ADP), a reaction driven by the electrochemical proton gradient across the inner 

mitochondrial membrane. In single cell organisms such as bacteria, the ATP synthase is located 

in the plasma- or the light dependent thylakoid membrane while other types of organisms 

contain them in energy-producing organelles (Nicholls, 2013).  

To maintain the electrochemical gradient across the membrane to keep the ATP production 

uninterrupted, several membrane-associated proteins are involved in proton pumping. These 

membrane proteins convert chemical- or light energy to an electrochemical potential by passing 

electrons to electron carriers with higher redox potential. These redox reactions releases energy 

that is used for proton translocation across the membrane. In humans, four different membrane-
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integrated proteins (complex I-IV) are involved in the electron transfer known as the respiratory 

chain or electron transport chain (ETC) (Ramsay, 2019).  

Complex I and II accept electrons from the reduced states of the coenzymes nicotinamide 

adenine dinucleotide (NADH) and flavin adenine dinucleotide (FADH2) (Figure 1) and initiates 

the electron transfer chain leading to the reduction of coenzyme Q10 (QH2). For complex I, the 

shuffle of electrons from NADH to coenzyme Q10 result in a proton transfer from the inner 

negative side (N-side, matrix) to the outer positive side (P-side, intermembrane space) of the 

inner mitochondrial membrane. Complex II accepts electron from FADH2 and reduces 

coenzyme Q10 without translocating protons across the membrane. The electrons then passes 

from coenzyme Q10 to complex III which in turn shuffles them on to cytochrome c while 

pumping protons over the membrane. Cytochrome c then finally transfer the electrons to 

complex IV where oxygen with high redox potential, acts as the final electron acceptor and is 

reduced to water simultaneously as  the complex utilize the energy released to pump protons to 

the P-side of the inner mitochondrial membrane (Nicholls, 2013). The flow of the electrons 

through the ETC and proton pumping across the mitochondrial membrane create a 

mitochondrial electrochemical charge difference and potential (ΔΨm), an intermediate form of 

energy storage, that results from the redox reactions. The driving force of the ECT is the Gibbs 

free energy state that is related to the redox potential of the components. By shuffling electrons 

from a molecule with low redox potential to a higher redox potential, energy is released from 

the system, making the reactions in ETC exergonic (Zorova et al., 2018). 

 

 

Figure 1. Model over the electron transport chain (ETC) at the inner mitochondrial membrane 

during aerobic respiration. Blue arrows indicate proton transfer across the membrane and red 

arrows illustrate electron movement along the electron transport chain. The reduced states of 

the coenzymes NADH and FADH2 act as electron donors to the ETC and are re-reduced by 

electrons in the previous steps of the cellular respiration; glycolysis, link reaction and Krebs 

cycle (Nicholls, 2013). The grey arrow at complex IV indicates a reduction of oxygen to water 

while the grey arrow at complex V (F0F1-ATPase) represents the phosphorylation of ADP to 

ATP. Model of the proteins are made from the following PDB IDs (from left to right): 5LDW, 

3ABV, 5KLV, 3WG7 and 5DN6. 
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1.3.2 Bacterial electron transport chain 

The ETC of bacteria vary over species but always contain a common denominator of a number 

of coupled redox reactions that generate an electrochemical potential that can either be used 

directly or power the ATP production. Bacteria can utilize a wide set of different electron 

donors such as inorganic matter and organic matter as initiators of the electron transport chain. 

As a final acceptor, larger more complex organisms are forced to use oxygen compared to 

bacteria that are more diverse in using also other types of terminal electron acceptor such as 

nitrate, sulfate, carbon dioxide and fumarate to support their ATP synthesis (Kracke, Vassilev, 

& Krömer, 2015). The high redox potential of oxygen makes it a very attractive electron 

acceptor for any aerobic- and facultative anaerobic bacteria to use and therefore always used in 

first instance if present (Schmidt-Rohr, 2020).  

 

1.4 Heme-coppar oxidases 
 

1.4.1 The superfamily 

Heme-coppar oxidases (HCOs) are a diverse superfamily of membrane proteins including the 

terminal cytochrome c oxidase of the mitochondrial ETC and ubiquinol oxidase in Escherichia 

coli (E. coli) (García-Horsman et. al., 1994). They catalyze the reduction of oxygen to water: 

 

O2 + 4e- + 4H+ → 2H2O 

 

The redox reactions involved in shuffling electrons in the HCOs allow for protons to be pumped 

across the membrane against the electrochemical potential, which in turn give the more complex 

reaction: 

O2 + 4e- + 4𝐻𝑁 (𝑠)
+  + 4𝐻𝑁 (𝑝)

+  → 2H2O + 4𝐻𝑃 (𝑝)
+  

 

Where N stands for the negative side (N-side) and P for the positive side (P-side) of the 

membrane, while (s) and (p) represent substrate for oxygen reduction and protons for 

electrochemical gradient respectively.  

By definition, HCOs are enzymes with the presence of a six-coordinated low-spin heme and a 

catalytic site with a binuclear center containing a high-spin heme and a copper ion (CuB) in 

subunit I. There are also six histidine residues binding these prosthetic groups that are conserved 

in all HCOs (Pereira, Santana, & Teixeira, 2001). It is in the binuclear center that the reduction 

of oxygen take place and in the reaction at least four protons are involved. The site is well 

imbedded in the protein, approximately 13 Å from the P-side and 30 Å from the N-side of the 

membrane (in aa3-type CcOs, further described in section 1.4.2). The HCOs must ensure 

(1.1) 

(1.2) 
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controlled proton pumping across the membrane and supply protons to the reduction of water 

either through a separate proton channel or the same (Pereira, Gomes, & Teixeira, 2002). 

The HCOs vary in terms of subunit composition, heme groups and electron donors and can be 

divided into three types; A, B and C, depending on the fingerprint of their proton-pumping 

cores (Pereira et al., 2001). Type A HCOs is the largest group of HCOs and is also the most 

studied group since it contains the mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase. Type A HCOs are 

characterized by two proton pumping channels (D- and K-channel) and a catalytic tyrosine 

residue bound to one of the histidine residues in helix VI of subunit I. In contrast, type B and C 

HCOs only have one proton conducting channel (K-channel analogue). Type B HCOs share the 

catalytic tyrosine location in helix VI with the type A HCOs while type C HCOs locate their 

catalytic tyrosine residue in helix VII of subunit II (Buse et al., 1999; Pereira et al., 2001). 

 

1.4.2 Aa3-type cytochrome c oxidase 

Of the type A HCOs, bacterial aa3-type CcO from Rhodobacter sphaeroides (R. sphaeroides) 

(Figure 2) and Paracoccus denitrificans (P. denitrificans) are often used as model proteins due 

to their similar kinetics of proton pumping to eukaryotes. Together with CcO from bovine heart, 

which is commonly used due to the amount of pure protein that can be extracted, these model 

proteins are one of the most studied among the HCOs (Brändén, Gennis, & Brzezinski, 2006; J 

P Hosler et al., 1992; Yoshikawa et al., 2006). The first crystal structure to be completely solved 

was the aa3-type CcO from P. denitrificans at 2.8 Å resolution (Iwata, Ostermeier, Ludwig, & 

Michel, 1995), followed by the bovine heart CcO in 1996 (Tsukihara et al., 1996). Six years 

later the first structure of R. sphaeroides HCO was determined (Svensson-Ek et al., 2002).  

The aa3-type CcOs contain several structural characteristics that have been visualized by X-ray 

crystallography. Subunit I consists of at least 12 transmembrane helices (TMHs) that provide 

the protein scaffold for the redox centers and forming three pores for proton transfer; A, B and 

C. Three amino acids, beside the histidine ligands to the prosthetic groups, are strictly conserved 

within the aa3-type CcOs: a tryptophan-, a valine- and an arginine residue. The tryptophan 

residue located in helix VI is critical for the proton pumping mechanism for aa3-type Cco (but 

not for ba3-type CcO) while the valine residue is highly conserved in all of the aa3-type CcOs. 

The arginine residue located in the loop of helices XI and XII is linked to the low-spin heme 

group and is essential for the exit of protons (Buse et al., 1999; Pereira et al., 2001; Yu et al., 

2011). Subunit II contains a large cluster of ten beta sheets on the P-side of the membrane that 

holds a copper site with two electron accepting copper ions termed CuA (Figure 2). The subunit 

also contains two alpha helices that are associated with subunit I (Soulimane, Buse, et al., 2000). 

The third subunit, subunit III, is unique for the aa3-type CcOs and has a life-extension role to 

the complex by increasing the proton uptake that shortens the life-span of reactive oxygen 

species which can cause loss of CuB from the active site and turnover-induced inactivation 

(Hosler, 2004). 
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1.4.3 The proton channels 

Of the proposed proton transfer pathways in the HCOs, the D-channel of A-type CcOs is the 

best characterized. The D-proton channel consists of mostly polar residues and a highly 

conserved aspartate residue (D), facing the N-side, that has given the channel its name (Figure 

2). Already before crystal structures were available, this aspartate residue was known to be 

important for proton pumping and it is now considered as the proton uptake site of the D-

channel. The protons then continue through a hydrophilic pathway to two highly conserved 

asparagine residues, proposed to have a gating mechanism but their role are still being actively 

discussed. In addition, a glutamate residue is located about half way in the middle of the channel 

which is suggested to be highly important for the proton pumping mechanism in bacterial aa3-

type CcOs. The other part of the channel is a hydrophobic cavity that continues from the 

glutamate residue to the binuclear site. How the protons are being transferred in this cavity is 

still unclear but there are suggestions about functional water molecules transiently present 

above the glutamate residue (Iwata et al., 1995; Tsukihara et al., 1996; Wikström, Krab, & 

Sharma, 2018). The D-channel is located in the upper part of pore B and lower part of pore A 

and it is suggested that bacterial aa3-type CcOs use the D-channel to transfer both protons 

needed for water formation and protons for the electrochemically proton gradient (Wikström et 

al., 2018). In contrast, there are arguments that the D-channel of mitochondrial aa3-type CcOs 

only transfer substrate protons to the BNC while another channel, H-channel, is responsible for 

the translocation of protons across the membrane (Yoshikawa & Shimada, 2015). However, 

these theories concerning the H-channel are still not accepted within the field of CcOs.   

The K-channel, named after a highly conserved lysine (K) terminates at the binuclear site. It is 

highly conserved in location in all three types of CcOs, suggesting that this channel has been 

used as a proton transfer route even in the earliest forms of HCOs. It contains the important key 

residue tyrosine that is covalently bound to one of the histidine ligands of CuB and is believed 

to supply the active site with two substrate protons (Buse et al., 1999; Pereira et al., 2001; 

Wikström et al., 2018). It has also been proposed that the proton uptake of the K-channel is 

regulated due to the bindning of a wide set of ligands to the region next to it (Qin, Hiser, 

Mulichak, Garavito, & Ferguson-Miller, 2006). Yet, how the K-channel operates together with 

the D-channel is still unclear.  

For B-type CcOs and C-type CcOs, there is an analogue to the K-channel. This channel is 

proposed to be responsible for both the substrate and the pumped protons but the mechanism is 

still unclear, especially the route from the BNC to the P-side of the membrane (Wikström et al., 

2018). Altough, it it proposed that the lower number of protons being pumped over the 

membrane is linked to the usage of only one proton translocation route in B- and C-type CcOs 

instead of two as is common for A-type CcOs (Kannt et al., 1998). 
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Figure 2. Model of a ba3-type (T. thermophilus) and aa3-type CcO (R. sphaeroides) with heme 

groups shown in the transmembrane part of the protein. The orange arrows indicate the electron 

pathway, moving from the CuA-site to the heme a3 via heme a (aa3) and b (ba3). The green 

arrows show the proton pathway from the N-side through the D-pathway and K-pathway (aa3) 

and K-path analogue (ba3) to the heme a3 for substrate protons for oxygen reduction and for P-

side designated protons. PDB ID for the structures are: 3S8F (ba3) and 1M56 (aa3) (Svensson-

Ek et al., 2002; Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011). 

 

1.4.4 Ba3-type cytochrome c oxidase 

The heat tolerant bacteria Thermus thermophilus (T. thermophilus) strain HB8 has two different 

terminal oxidases that reduce oxygen to water; ba3 and caa3. Ba3-type CcO was the first crystal 

structure of a B-type HCO to be determined to a resolution at 2.4 Å (Soulimane, Buse, et al., 

2000). The ba3-type CcO accepts electron from the thermostable cytochrome c552 (Soulimane 

et al., 1997) and show a remarkable reactivity towards ligands such as CN-, CO, NO and H2O2. 

These ligands bind to the heme a3 of the ba3-type CcO with the aberrant binding of CN- to the 

ferrous state of the iron in the heme group in contrast to the ferric group that is more common 

in ligation in other oxidases. Furthermore, carbon monoxide binds 50-100 times stronger to the 

binuclear site of the reduced ba3-type CcO compared to the aa3-type enzyme in bovine heart 

(Giuffrè et al., 1999; Kim et al., 1998; Surerus et al., 1992). However, even though the A-type 

CcOs are a very well-studied group of proteins, little is still known about the ligand transfer 

channel in them which is essential for understanding of the mechanism of the protein. There 

are several suggestions on oxygen routes to the BNC in aa3-type CcOs, where consensus seems 
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to be that they start in the membrane hydrophobic region of subunit I and terminates close to 

the redox active tyrosine. There are also suggestions that these oxygen transfer routes are 

regulated in some way by the lining residues of the cavity forming the channel (Oliveira, 

Damas, Baptista, & Soares, 2014). For ba3-type CcO, the ligand channel differentiate from the 

aa3-type CcO channel. While aa3-type CcO contain a constriction site, a site with suggested 

regulation of ligand transfer, with a Trp and a Phe in it, ba3-type CcO has a tyrosine (Tyr133) 

and a threonine (Thr231) located there instead, two smaller residues compared to the ones in 

aa3-type CcO. This is thought to be linked to the ten times faster binding of ligands to heme a3 

in ba3 compared to aa3. Furthermore, ba3-type CcO also contains a highly conserved valine 

residue that is proposed to be important for oxygen to access the BNC (Funatogawa et al., 

2017).  

The three subunits of ba3-type CcO (Figure 3) are all encoded by three separate structural genes 

(Keightley et al., 1995). The 61.7 kDa subunit I consists of 13 TMH which differentiate the 

protein from other HCOs that commonly contains 12 TMH (Radzi Noor & Soulimane, 2012). 

The structure also shows shortened loops which might increase the termostability of the protein 

by decreasing the entropy of unfolding (Razvi & Scholtz, 2006; Thompson & Eisenberg, 1999). 

All but one of the redox centers within the proteins are located in the subunit I; the low spin 

heme b, the high spin heme a3 and CuB where the copper ion together with the iron in heme a3 

make up the binuclear center (Soulimane, Buse, et al., 2000). Heme b is axially ligated by two 

histidine ligands (His72 and His386) while four other histidine residues and one tyrosine 

residue coordinate the binuclear center (His233, His282-284 and Tyr237). The heme a3 in ba3-

type CcO have a hydrophobic hydroxyethylgeranylgeranyl (HEGG) side chain bound as 

opposed to the hydroxyethylfarnesyl (HEF) found in other HCOs. There is evidence that the 

HEGG moiety increase the stability at high temperature with its straight structure that reaches 

to the cytoplasmic side (Lubben & Morand, 1994). There are also studies showing that the long 

hydrocarbon chain is important for the function of high spin hemes (Saiki, Mogi, & Anraku, 

1992).  

Subunit II (18.5 kDa), a polar domain on the P-side of the membrane, consists of several β-

sheets and one single TMH. It contains the binuclear copper redox center CuA, accepting 

electrons from the heat stable protein Cytochrome c552 (Radzi Noor & Soulimane, 2012).  

The third subunit, IIa, was first discovered and identified during determination of the first X-

ray crystal structure. It consists of 34 residues forming a single TMH of 3.8 kDa (Soulimane, 

Buse, et al., 2000; Soulimane, Than, Dewor, Huber, & Buse, 2000). Overexpression 

experiments show that subunit IIa is vital for stabilizing the protein (Chen et al., 2005). 
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Figure 3. Structure of ba3-type CcO to view the three different subunits in the protein and how 

the redox centers are localized in them. CuA, situated on the upper right in the picture, consists 

of wo copper ions and is where the electrons first is donated from Cyt c552 and is the only redox 

center located in subunit II whereas the others are located in subunit I (heme b, heme a3 and 

CuB. Subunit I consists of 13 TMHs which is seen in blue while subunit II is made up by a polar 

domain of β-sheets and one TMH (red). Subunit IIa only consists of a single TMH seen in 

yellow. PDB ID: 3S8F 

 

1.4.5 Redox reactions and intermediate states in CcOs 

Since the aa3-type CcO is the most studied model protein of the HCOs, its catalytic cycle will 

be described more in detail (Figure 4). The first step that initiate redox cycle within the enzyme, 

is a two-electron donation to the CuA-site located in subunit II. The electrons are then 

transferred to the high-spin catalytic site of heme a3/CuB in subunit I via the low spin heme a. 

The heme a3/CuB (BNC) center needs to be reduced by two electrons before an oxygen molecule 

can bind. Further, two additional electrons are needed to break the O-O bond to a total of four 

electrons and four protons to produce two water molecules. Of these four electrons, two are 

provided by the reduced heme a3-domain and one from the CuB-ion, which in turn oxidize the 

ferrous iron in heme a3 into a heme a3
(+4) and CuB

(+) to CuB
(2+). The last electron needed for the 

reduction of oxygen to be complete depend on the reduction-state of heme a-domain (Brändén 

et al., 2006). If it is reduced externally, e.g. with dithionite, the domain can donate an electron 

to the complex. On the other hand, if heme a is oxidized, the electron will be donated by a 

hydroxyl-group from the highly conserved redox active tyrosine in the catalytic site (Gennis, 

1998; Macmillan, Kannt, Behr, Prisner, & Michel, 1999). The shuffling of electrons between 

the redox centers in the protein are coupled to proton pumping to a total of four protons(p) from 

the N-side of the membrane to the P-side and the turnover activity of the aa3-CcO is measured 

to 1600 electrons per second at pH 6.5 in R. Sphaeroides (J P Hosler et al., 1992). 
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Figure 4. A representation of the electron shuffling within the active site of CcOs. The iron 

atom in heme a3 oxidates from Fe2+ to Fe4+ and CuB
(1+) to CuB

(2+) while reducing oxygen. The 

redox active tyrosine donates both an electron and a proton to the reaction. The reaction cycle 

starts with reduction of the BNC with two electron, denoted R-state. When an oxygen molecule 

binds, the A-state is formed. In the next step, PM, one electron is donated by a conserved tyrosine 

residue which creates a radical and cleavage of the oxygen molecule. By addition of a proton 

and an electron in the F- and OH-state, a water molecule in each step can be formed. Each 

transfer of electrons in step PM to F, F to OH, OH to E and E to R result in one proton being 

pumped across the membrane to a total of four protons. Figure is remade from Brändén et al. 

2006.  

 

1.5 Energy transduction and sensory signaling 
 

1.5.1 Reaction centre 

Plants, algae and cyanobacteria produce carbohydrates by harvesting the energy of sunlight. 

They thereby power virtually all of the biological activity on the planet with only a few 

exceptions. In plants this is achieved by photon absorption by two photosystems: Photosystem 

I and II (PSI and PSII). PSI and PSII transfer electrons from water to ferredoxin by a series of 

redox reactions driven by differences in redox potentials. A similar protein to PSI and PSII is 

reaction centre (RC) that found in the purple photosynthetic bacteria Blastochloris viridi (Bl. 

viridi). Compared to PSII, RCs absorb photons but are missing an oxygen evolving site. 

Therefore, purple photosynthetic bacteria either use sulphur as an electron donor or re-use their 

electrons in a cyclic electron transfer system. Bl. viridi use the latter system of cycling electrons 
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which allow them to thrive in anaerobic environments without the need of an electron donor 

(Imhoff, 2007).   

RC from Bl. viridis was the first membrane protein to be structurally determined by X-ray 

crystallography and consists of two subunits containing five TMH each, a cytochrome subunit 

on the cytoplasmic side and a hydrophilic domain of a single alpha helix on the periplasmic 

side. Apart from the protein itself, RC is surrounded by 17 light harvesting proteins that function 

as an antenna. This ring of light harvesting proteins capture photons and direct them to RC to 

initiate an electron transfer chain. Since it was first membrane protein to be structurally 

determined, RC has commonly been used as a model protein for all photosynthetic reactions 

(Barber, 2017; Nowicka & Kruk, 2016).  
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1.5.2 Rhodopsins 

Sensory rhodopsin II (SRII) from Natronomonas pharaonis (N. pharaonis) is a microbial 

photosensitive protein with seven TMH and a retinal molecule (Figure 5). It is part of a large 

family of at least 1000 members with broad diversity such as ion pumping, ion gating and 

sensory perception. SRII is responsible for the movement of archaea to find optimal light 

conditions using a flagella (Sharma, Spudich, & Doolittle, 2006). It binds to a signal tranducing 

protein (HtrII) and has been a model system for bacterial signal transduction across the plasma 

bilayer. Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) from Halobacterium salinarium (H. salinarium) is another 

protein from the same retinal-containing family and is very well studied due to its proton 

pumping mechanism. As with SRII, bR has a retinal molecule buried in the protein and a 

conserved lysine that is covalently bound to helix G through a Schiff base, which is a conserved 

part of the active site. Upon light triggering, the retinal molecule isomerizes which in bR causes 

a deprotonation of the Schiff base and a protonation of an aspartic acid residue. This is the 

starting point of various structural changes that in the end sums up to a proton transfer to the 

cytoplasmic side from the extracellular side  (Pebay-Peyroula, Rummel, Rosenbusch, & 

Landau, 1997; A Royant et al., 2001). In SRII similar mechanistic events occur with the 

deprotonation of the Schiff base and protonation of an aspartic acid residue, but with no net 

proton pumping. For SRII the complete photocycle takes about two seconds while it lasts about 

ten milliseconds for bR. A theory is that the prolonged photocycle for SRII is needed to amplify 

and transfer the signal  (Klare et al., 2006; Lozier, Bogomolni, & Stoeckenius, 1975).  

 

 

Figure 5. The figure display bR (A and B) and SRII (C and D) in side views (A and C) and 

from a cytoplasmic view (B and D) to showcase the similarities of the two proteins. Even 

though they have similar chemical 3D structures, their biological function is widely different 

suggesting a common ancestor. Figure from paper V  
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1.6 Scope of the thesis 
Structure determination using X-ray crystallography is an important part in understanding 

mechanistic features of membrane proteins. For the CcOs, the mechanism of proton pumping 

is still under elucidation. By triggering structural changes with carbon monoxide and preparing 

for future binding with oxygen as a ligand, mechanistic features regarding proton pumping can 

be revealed by trapping intermediates using pump-probe X-ray serial crystallography.  

Determining membrane protein structures with serial X-ray crystallography demand large 

volumes of crystals each of which should be smaller than 20 micrometer in size. Therefore, a 

crystallization method that can meet the demand of screening and producing large volumes of 

functional protein crystals in a membrane-mimicking system, such as in meso methods, is of 

importance.  

 

Hence the aim of this thesis is divided into two parts: 

 

Firstly, developing a method of producing membrane protein crystals in lipidic cubic phase in 

a system that can be monitored over time with high magnifications using a stereomicroscope, 

to aid screening, optimization and production of microcrystals for serial crystallography.  

 

Secondly, evaluating the methods applicability in serial crystallography studies at synchrotron 

and XFEL sources by using widely different membrane protein targets to gain biological 

insights. 
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2. Chapter 2 

 

2. Methodology 
 

 

2.1 Cell cultivation (paper I-III) 
 

2.1.1 Thermus thermophilus  

The Gram-negative bacteria Thermus thermophilus (T. thermophilus) used to produce ba3- type 

CcO, is an extremely thermophilic organism that inhabits high temperature conditions in hot 

springs where they thrive in temperatures around 65-72 ºC. About 69 mole percent of the DNA 

consists of G-C pairings and by heating bulk samples of protein extracted from the bacteria, 

only 10% of the protein was denatured when exposed at 110 ºC for 5 min (Oshima & Imahori, 

1974). The HB8 strain of T. thermophilus is a facultative anaerobe which means it can thrive 

under both aerobic and anaerobic conditions. Under anaerobic conditions, the bacteria can 

utilize nitrate as an electron acceptor since it has a nitrate reductase gene cluster (Ramı́rez-

Arcos, Fernández-Herrero, & Berenguer, 1998).  

T. thermophilus encodes for two terminal oxidases in the presence of oxygen, caa3-type 

cytochrome c oxidase (caa3-type CcO) and ba3-type CcO (Radzi Noor & Soulimane, 2012). In 

contrast to caa3 that is produced constitutively, ba3 is only produced when oxygen levels are 

low. At 70 ºC, the solubility of oxygen has decreased to ~60 % compared to at 25 ºC  (Wilhelm, 

Battino, & Wilcock, 1977) which increase the production of the high oxygen-affinity ba3-CcO. 

When oxygen levels are high, the low oxygen-affinity caa3-CcO will dominate as the terminal 

oxidase. This is because the ba3-CcO has much higher affinity for ligands such as O2 and CO 

compared to the caa3-enzyme. However, ba3-CcO only translocate two protons across the 

membrane instead of four protons like caa3-CcO does (Kannt et al., 1998; Radzi Noor & 

Soulimane, 2012).  

2.1.2 Gene expression 

Gene expression of membrane proteins often differ from soluble protein gene expression in a 

few aspects. As an example, the yield of membrane proteins in their natural host is not very 

abundant and membrane proteins often have to be overexpressed recombinantly. Also, the 

stability of membrane proteins are much lower in aqueous solutions when compared to soluble 

proteins. This is due to their hydrophobic regions, folding mechanism and interactions with 

surrounding lipids such as sterols and proteins. Loss of stability can cause aggregation and 

decrease of function. To obtain ba3-CcO, the protein is expressed recombinantly in its native 

host, T. thermophilus strain HB8, with a 6-polyhistidine-tag (His-tag) in the N-terminal of 

subunit I (Chen et al., 2005).  
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2.1 Membrane protein purification (paper I-III) 
 

2.2.1 Solubilization 

When cells are harvested and the membranes resulting from cell lysis of sonication are 

collected, the target protein must be extracted from its native environment into solution by 

solubilization. Solubilization can be carried out by adding an amphiphilic molecule such as 

detergent at a concentration that allows for micelle formation (see CMC in section 1.5.1 Lipidic 

mesophases). There are three different classes of detergents; ionic, non-ionic and zwitterionic 

and within each class there are a number of different types available, each with different 

properties. Therefore a detergent screen is often required to find detergent suitable for the target 

protein. Detergents self-assembly into micelles with their hydrophobic tails inwards and their 

hydrophilic heads facing the aqueous solution. The number of detergent molecules in a micelle 

is referred to as the aggregation number and the length of the tail is direct proportional to the 

hydrophobicity degree (Lichtenberg, Ahyayauch, Alonso, & Goñi, 2013; Lichtenberg, Robson, 

& Dennis, 1983). The micelle formation is affected by several factors such as ionic strength 

and temperature. Ionic detergents are regarded as harsh and an example is sodium dodecyl 

sulfate (SDS) that is commonly used in biochemical techniques. SDS denatures the proteins 

making them loose function by interrupting the non-covalent forces maintain the secondary and 

tertiary structure. Due to their charged head groups, they are highly affected by ionic strength 

and cannot be removed by ion exchange chromatography. In comparison, non-ionic detergents 

are more affected by temperature compared to ionic strength and are regarded as mild (Le 

Maire, Champeil, & Møller, 2000).  

 

2.2.2 Liquid chromatography 

Liquid chromatography (LC) is a method that uses the physio-chemical properties of proteins 

to separate and identify the target protein from the solubilized mix of different proteins. There 

are different kinds of LC such as immobilized affinity (IMAC), ion exchange (IEC) and size 

exclusion (SEC) chromatography (Ali, Aboul-Enein, Singh, Singh, & Sharma, 2010) and they 

all share the properties of one stationary phase and one mobile phase. When purifying proteins 

for structure determination, the mobile phase is the protein solution while the stationary phase 

vary with method of LC. 

For IMAC the stationary phase is a binding agent that takes advantage of selective and 

reversible binding. These bindings occur naturally in many interactions, for example between 

and antigen and an antibody or a protein and its substrate. The mobile phase with the target is 

then passed onto a column containing a resin with a stationary phase that will retain the target 

in question. Other sample components can then be eluted by passing on excess amount of weak 

application buffer onto the column. The target protein is then released from the stationary phase 

by either non-competitive elution buffer that changes the pH or ionic strength or by excess of 

competitive elution buffer that compete with the target protein (Rodriguez et al., 2020). Another 

chromatographic method is IEC that separate molecules by their net charge. A positively 

charged stationary phase (anion exchange) will bind to the negatively charged protein while 
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more positively charged proteins will be washed out and vice versa. The protein is then eluted 

by increasing the salt concentration (Helfferich, 1995). SEC separates molecules by their size 

by having a matrix with porous gel beads that will pass proteins with small molecular masses 

but not larger ones. Larger proteins will then migrate faster through the matrix and therefore 

elute earlier than smaller ones. SEC is also used as a way to validate the integrity of the protein. 

The elution profile can also give hints about purity, aggregation forms and oligomeric state 

(Striegel, 2017).  

 

2.2.3 Production and purification of ba3-type CcO (paper I-III) 

Cells of T. thermophilus (with a selection marker for Kanamycin) were obtained from another 

lab and cell growth and protein production optimization proceeded from previously described 

growth protocols (Chen et al., 2005). Several cell cultivation systems were tested such as 

fermenters and different sized shaking flasks. Variables such as temperature, rpms and different 

inoculation sample volumes and time of growth before and after induction were optimized 

against the limitation of the equipment. In the end, a cell growth protocol was established were 

cells were first grown over night in 3L baffled flasks at 60 ºC with oxygen to obtain larger 

amount of cells before transferred to unbaffled Fernbach flasks of 3-5 L filled with 73 % media, 

at 60 ºC at 110 rpm for 3-4 days, to lower the oxygen levels to induce the ba3-type CcO 

expression. During gene expression of ba3-type CcO, the unbaffled flasks were tested with 

different sealing methods. If sealed too much cells started to die if and sealed too lightly ba3-

type CcO did not express. Flasks were best capped with aluminum foil and a minimum of three 

layers of parafilm to keep the oxygen levels low and avoid contamination of other organisms.  

Harvested cells were broken with sonication and a purification protocol was developed and 

extended based on previously described methods (Chen et al., 2005). A mild non-ionic 

detergent, Triton X-100, was used to solubilize the membrane followed by IMAC using a nickel 

resin (Ni-NTA) as a stationary phase which binds to the His-tag on the N-terminus of subunit 

I. The protein was washed and eluted competitively by an elution buffer containing a higher 

concentration of imidazole. The protein was then immediately subjected to dialysis for removal 

of the imidazole.  For paper III additionally steps were added to increase purity due to a change 

of buffer from sodium cacodylate trihydrate (SCT) to MES which seems to decrease stability 

of the protein but lacks the highly toxic features of arsenic. A few different anionic IECs were 

tested before a DEAE FF anionic IEC (HiPrepTM 16/10, GE Healtcare Life Science) was used 

to exchange buffers (5 mM Hepes to 20 mM Tris-HCl) and increase purity to crystallization 

standards. A final SEC (Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL, GE Healthcare Life Science) step 

was sometimes required to remove aggregation if protein had been stored for a longer period 

of time and the ratio of A(414 nm)/A(280 nm) was below 0.70 which is correlation of 

absorbance of oxidized heme b and total protein concentration. Pure protein was then stored in 

4 ºC until crystallization. Purified ba3-type CcO was then concentrated to a final concentration 

using an ultrafiltration unit (100 000 MWCO cut off), validated by absorbance spectroscopy 

and spun down in Eppendorf tubes (1h, 16,9krcf) to remove any precipitated protein. Three 

methods was mainly used to monitor the process of purification and measure concentration; 

UV/VIS, SDS-page and Western blotting. 
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2.2.4 Absorption spectroscopy 

Since ba3-type CcO contain several absorbing species (chromophores), a nondestructive 

technique such as ultraviolet-visible adsorption spectroscopy (UV/VIS spectroscopy) can be 

used to quantify and identify different states such as intermediates of the protein. UV/VIS 

spectroscopy measures the interaction of proteins with electromagnetic radiation in the UV/VIS 

range (150-400 kJ/mol) by exciting delocalized electrons primarily from aromatic structures 

such as porphyrins in CcOs or aromatic residues such as tryptophan and tyrosine at wavelengths 

around 280 nm. The strength of the absorbance and wavelength of absorption also depends on 

the molecular environment of its chromophores, making it ideal for enzymatic kinetics, ligand-

binding measurements and conformational transitions. By observing how the absorption spectra 

shifts in wavelength and strength of the absorbance upon structural change in the environment 

of the chromophore, protein kinetics can be measured as a function of time, capturing 

intermediate states of the protein. The activity of the protein can also be determined by 

measuring change in substrate- and protein concentration as a function of time. The reaction 

rates can thus be calculated from the absorbance data by Lambert-Beers law. According to this 

law, there is a linear relationship between the absorbance (A), the molar concentration of the 

protein (c), the molar adsorption coefficient (ε) and the path length of the light (l): 

 

A = ε * c * l 

 

Where the molar adsorption coefficient measure how strong an absorber the sample is at a 

certain wavelength and the length of a pathway depends on the spectrophotometer but usually 

1 cm if a cuvette is used (Schmid, 2001). 

Ba3-type CcO give rise to a multiple set of different UV/VIS-spectra (Figure 6, Table 1) due to 

their porphyrin-containing hemes that can either be reduced or oxidized but also affected by 

ligands such as CO. Hemes typically give rise to an intense peak in the blue wavelength region 

around 400 nm of the visible spectrum, also called a Soret peak that is characterized by a ground 

state to second state excitement of electrons. The low spin heme b give rise to two Soret peaks 

depending on the state of the protein; 427 (reduced) and 408 nm (oxidixed). Upon reduction 

the protein also give rise to two absorbance peaks at wavelengths of around 528 and 559 nm, 

both in the Q-band region corresponding to ground to first state excited transition. Heme a3 also 

contributes to a Soret peak giving rise to a shoulder at 441 nm and a small peak at 611 nm, both 

in reduced state (Giovannetti, 2012; Hellwig, Soulimane, Buse, & Mantele, 1999). In our 

spectra we saw a small shift of some peaks compared to the literature likely due to ligands and 

pH. We measured the oxidized peak at 414 nm compared to 408 nm and 427, 445, 538 and 560 

nm for the reduced state.  

 

 

 

(1.1) 
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Table 1. Absorbance peaks of ba3-type CcO in three different states which can be used to 

measure concentration as well as a validation method. 

Oxidized sample  

(nm) 

Reduced sample  

(nm) 

Reduced and CO-bound  

(nm) 

415 - - 

- 427 427 

- 445  

- 530 530 

- 560 560 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6. UV/VIS absorbance spectra of ba3-type CcO crystals. In (A) the difference between 

oxidized (black line) and reduced (dashed line) crystals are shown. For the reduced spectrum, 

three clear peaks are seen at 427, 528 and 560 nm with a shoulder at 445 nm. The oxidized 

spectrum only has one clear peak at 415 nm. In (B) the difference between reduced (black line) 

and CO bound (dashed) crystals are shown. The CO-bound crystals lack the shoulder at 445nm. 

Figures from paper III 
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2.3 Crystallization (paper I-V) 
Crystals are formed when protein molecules are organized in an orderly array, requiring a 

crystallization condition with a high purity and oligomeric homogeneity of the protein sample. 

For protein molecules to self-organize they need specific interactions that are both highly 

directional and organized in a way that allows for a three-dimensional lattice formation. The 

crystallization process then ends when the solution is depleted of protein molecules or 

contaminated by impurities. Crystallizing membrane proteins is regarded as more challenging 

compared to soluble proteins due to their surface duality with both hydrophilic and hydrophobic 

regions and their instability in solution (Krauss, Merlino, Vergara, & Sica, 2013).  

 

2.3.1 In surfo crystallization 

To accomplish crystallization, there are two major methods: in meso- and in surfo 

crystallization (Chayen, 1999; Moraes et al., 2014). The difference between them are that in 

meso crystallization use lipids and in surfo methods use aqueous solutions during 

crystallization. One example of a common in surfo method is vapor diffusion. Vapor diffusion 

aims to supersaturate a protein solution by migration of water molecules from the protein 

solution to a reservoir solution containing a higher concentration of solutes. This is achieved 

by adding reservoir solution and a protein solution in a sealed chamber. The details of how the 

protein solution is added to the chamber determines if it is a sitting drop- or hanging drop vapor 

diffusion method.  

For membrane proteins this method involve being in an environment that is aqueous, most often 

also ionic due to addition of different salts. To retain stability and functionality in a highly 

hydrophilic- and ionic system, the membrane proteins need to be imbedded in detergent 

micelles to cover their hydrophobic parts. Finding a suitable detergent and the right detergent 

concentration often requires a screening process performed with a validation method such as a 

temperature screen or chromatography, to find a condition that increase protein stability and 

promote crystal growth. Depending on the protein concentration and precipitant solution, the 

route towards crystals may vary (Krauss et al., 2013).  

The crystallization process can be visualized with a two-dimensional phase diagram (Figure 7). 

As the water molecules vaporizes, the protein- and precipitant solution will increase in 

concentration. The crystallization process will then move towards the nucleation zone. Here the 

protein molecules can start to arrange themselves into arrays if conditions are right. This process 

consumes protein molecules from the solution, making the concentration decrease. As a result, 

the process will shift from the nucleation zone to the metastable zone where crystal growth is 

possible. However, for most cases the process will continue to the more energy beneficial 

precipitant zone and the protein sample will precipitate. To find a favorable metastable 

condition to avoid precipitation, several factors can be varied such as pH, salt, detergent and 

temperature to mention some (Krauss et al., 2013; Mcpherson & Gavira, 2014; Moraes et al., 

2014).  
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Figure 7. A phase diagram visualizing the crystallization process in a vapor diffusion setup. As 

the protein and precipitant concentration increases due to evaporation of water, the process 

moves from lower left to the nucleation zone where the protein molecules starts to order 

themselves. From there, the process can either move further to the upper right and precipitate 

or continuing to build the three-dimensional lattice, creating crystals, in the metastable zone.  

 

Since the vapor diffusion method is quite unstable with changing conditions during the 

equilibrium process upon crystal growth, efforts have been made to control growth and 

nucleation rates to gain larger crystals such as changing drop size and adding additives. One 

way to control the crystal growth is to use a method called crystal seeding with the use of 

nucleants. It is a technique used to create a starting point, a template on which protein molecules 

can bind and a new crystal can emerge. Seeding can be performed by both using crystals from 

the same protein or by foreign material such as silicon. The added material allows for 

crystallization directly from the crystal growth stage in the metastable zone and thus skipping 

the nucleation process entirely (Figure 7) (Bergfors, 2003; Saridakis & Chayen, 2009).  

Another way of obtaining large crystals under controlled circumstances is to use a batch 

crystallization method. Batch crystallization involve direct mixing of protein sample with a 

crystallization solution in contrast to diffusion through air as in vapor diffusion crystallization. 

There are a few different batch crystallization set ups where one involve the use of oils to 

prevent dehydration of the drop (microbatch) (Chayen et. al., 1990; Dessau & Modis, 2011) 

and one without oils. The latter method mixes precipitant with protein in a slow manner before 

transferring the solution to a sealed container such as wells with coverslips for crystal growth. 

However, these methods require pre-knowledge of crystallization conditions that can be 

screened around (Rayment, 2002). For example, only 60-80 % of the precipitant concentration 

is needed in a batch crystallization compared to the amount precipitant needed in a hanging 

drop set up (Chayen, 1998) which needs to be adjusted for. In addition, a difference of down to 

0.5 % of precipitant concentration can have major effects on crystal size and growth in batch 

crystallization (Rayment, 2002). 
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2.3.2 Lipidic mesophases  

Mixing amphiphilic molecules such as lipids with water under proper conditions will 

spontaneously create a matter neither solid or liquid, referred to as a mesophase (Landau & 

Rosenbusch, 1996; Luzzati, Tardieu, & Gulik-Krzywicki, 1968). The driving force of this 

spontaneous organization of lipids is shielding the hydrophobic core of the bilayer from water 

by exposing the polar head groups to the surface of the aqueous solution (Lindblom & Rilfors, 

1989). At low lipid concentration, the lipids will be dispersed in solution without any ordering. 

By increasing the lipid concentration, different formations of lipid assemblies will occur. With 

enough lipids, the amphiphilic molecules will self-assemble into spherical aggregates also 

referred to as micelles. The concentration, when aggregation occurs, is known as the critical 

micelle concentration (CMC). The CMC of lipids depends on several factors such as the 

addition of electrolytes, pH, type of lipid and temperature (Fuguet, Ràfols, Rosés, & Bosch, 

2005). At even higher concentrations, the aggregates start to become ordered and disposed 

regularly in space. At this point the lipid containing solution has become a lyotropic crystalline 

matter, a mesophase  (Lindblom & Rilfors, 1989).  

For biologists, one type of mesophase, the lamellar phase, has been well known with its multi-

bilayer structure in several biological systems and it was not until the 1960s that another class 

of phases was discovered; the cubic phase (Ia3d-symmetry) (Luzzati et al., 1968; Spegt & 

Skoulois, 1966). There are different types of cubic lipidic mesophases and they are formed by 

a single lipid bilayer. Compared to lamellar phases that exhibit one dimensional periodicity and 

hexagonal (rod shaped) with two dimensions, cubic phases display a three dimensional space 

recurrence which make them optically isotropic in contrast with the two former phase groups 

that are anisotropic. The structure of the cubic bilayer in three dimensions can either be arranged 

into a micelles arranged in a cubic lattice (discontinuous micellar array) or be continuous and 

separate two distinct interpenetrating water channels (bicontinuous) (Figure 11) where they 

follow an infinite periodic minimal surface (IPMS), large cell structures that can be considered 

as crystals of surfaces or film with cubic symmetry (described in section 2.3.4) (Rummel et al., 

1998; Sadoc & Charvolin, 1989). Both cubic systems diffuse water-soluble molecules in the 

aqueous compartments but only the bicontinuous phase diffuse lipid-soluble substances freely 

within the bilayer since with the micellar array, diffusion is restricted within the micelles 

(Rummel et al., 1998). This property of lateral movements within the bicontinuous cubic phase 

will be important in the matter of protein stability and crystallization later in this thesis.  
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2.3.3 Monoolein 

Monoolein (MO) is a monoacylglycerol (MAG) and was the first lipid to be used in meso 

crystallization and is often regarded as the standard lipid to be used in protein crystallography 

(Qiu & Caffrey, 2000). MO is also denoted 9.9 MAG due to its carbon structure of a nine carbon 

neck and nine carbon tail making it 18 carbons long with a double bond between C9 and C10 

(Figure 8). MO forms a bilayer of approximately 32 Å in width and a water channel of 40 Å in 

diameter at 40 ºC (50 Å Ø at RT) in the Pn3m phase (L. V Misquitta et al., 2004). Because of 

the temperature-dependent size of the water channels, the unit cell of MO range from 112.8 Å 

(20 ºC) to 84.6 Å (50.1 ºC) with 43.6 % respectively 42.5 % water (w/w) (Jason Briggs, Hesson 

Chung, & Martin Caffrey, 1996). For ba3-type CcO MO was used as a standard lipid, both for 

development of a new crystallization method and for crystal production. 

 

 

 

Figure 8. Structure of 9.9 MAG with its two nine carbon elements of neck and tail together 

with a cross cut of the fully hydrated Pn3m phase that emphasize the thickness of the bilayer 

and water channel at 40 º C. The length of the acyl chain is one of the factors both affecting the 

thickness of the bilayer and the diameter of the aqueous channel.  

 

2.3.4 Description and classification of bicontinuous lipidic cubic phases 

To describe lipidic bicontinuous cubic phase, a mathematical description of infinite periodic 

minimal surfaces (IPMS) is used. A minimal surface can be described as a soap film with equal 

pressure on each side that stretches in three dimensions (Mackay, 1985). The IPMS is located 

in LCP within the non-intersecting bilayer and extends with it making it run parallel with the 

two monolayers covering it, separating space into two channels. The bending of the surfaces, 

the periodic saddles (Figure 9), can be described by two equal principal curvatures with 

opposite signs at every point, making the net overall curvature of the surfaces zero (Rummel et 

al., 1998; Sadoc & Charvolin, 1989).  
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Figure 9. A saddle surface (z = x2 - y2) with a saddle point in the Euclidean space. The infinite 

periodic minimal surface that describes the lipidic bicontinuous cubic phase with two principal 

curvatures has a saddle point that’s equal to the equilibrium point.  

 

Even though IPMS is a way of describing bicontinuous cubic phases in a mathematical way 

and can be used to develop new phases for different applications (Ichikawa, Okafuji, Kato, & 

Ohno, 2016), classifying them is usually done by using the geometrical space groups obtained 

by X-ray diffraction. A cubic structure can be either be a primitive lattice that is denoted with 

P, a body-centered lattice I and face-centered lattice denoted as F accordingly to the Bravais 

lattices in three dimensions (Lindblom & Rilfors, 1989).  

Phases of MO (Figure 10) include the lamellar crystalline phase (LC), the lamellar mesophase 

(Lα) and two cubic phases with the space group Pn3m, also denoted as a Q224 (diamond lattice, 

Figure 11) and Ia3d (Q230) to mention a few (Briggs & Caffrey, 1994). For protein 

crystallization with MO, the standard water/MO ratio is typically 40 % water and 60 % MO to 

obtain the cubic bicontinuous Pn3m phase at room temperature (Figure 10). Less water will 

convert the Pn3m-phase into the cubic Ia3d-phase while more water will fully hydrate the 

Pn3m-phase and bulk water (Y. Misquitta et al., 2004). Hydration levels of less than 20 % water 

will transform the cubic phases into lamellar phase at the same temperature, first into the Lα 

and then at about 10 % water (w/w) into the Lc-phase. At temperatures as high as 90 degrees 

Celsius, the two cubic phases will turn into a hexagonal phase. These boundaries can be seen 

in temperature phase diagrams over different lipids and are useful during crystallization trials 

(Figure 10) (Cherezov et al., 2006).  

The letter denotation of the space groups represent different symmetry operations, an operation 

that can be performed in which the appearance of an object is without change. For example the 

letter m symbolizes a mirror plane symmetry; an operation that by cutting the object in half and 

placing a mirror in the cross section will reproduce the other half of the object (Giacovazzo, 

2014).The different surfaces of the bilayer are also represented with a capital letter. For 

example, the cubic space group Ia3d or Q230, is described mathematically by the IPMS denoted 

G for gyroid or gerrymander’s walk while the cubic bicontinuous Pn3m (Q224) holds the IPMS 

letter D for diamond or devil’s delight (Rummel et al., 1998).  
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Figure 10. A schematic temperature-composition phase diagram of monoolein in water. Red 

lines represents a lamellar phase (Lc and Lα), green lines hexagonal phases (HII) and blue lines 

a fluid isotropic phase (FI). Unmarked area represent cubic phases (Ia3d and Pn3m). Figure 

remade from Qui and Caffrey, 2000. 

 

2.3.5 LCP as a protein host   

There are several ways to grow membrane protein crystals, all have the common challenges of 

extracting the protein out of their native membrane by detergent solubilization and arranging 

the protein molecules so that they form crystalline matter. One way of creating crystals is to use 

LCP that mimic the membrane to increase stability of the protein and support crystal growth in 

a well ordered manner (Landau & Rosenbusch, 1996).  

The lipid bilayer in LCP is regarded as constant in thickness over temperature which presumes 

that the structural constraint to the incorporation of membrane protein into LCP is the size of 

the aqueous channels. At room temperature, the water channel is about 50 Å but can be altered 

by temperature, the length of the acyl chain and location of the double bond in the acyl chain 

(Rummel et al., 1998). By either lowering the temperature or decreasing the length of the chain, 

the aqueous channel can be enlarged to accommodate large hydrophilic protein domains (Jason 

Briggs et al., 1996). The thickness of the bilayer itself can also be altered by changing the 

structure of the acyl chain which is of interest to adapt the bilayer to the size of the hydrophobic 

intersection of the membrane protein (Li, Lee, & Caffrey, 2011; Li, Shah, & Caffrey, 2013; Y. 

Misquitta et al., 2004). The altering of the lipids building up the bilayer is also a way of 

increasing the range of working temperature during crystallization. 9.9 MAG loose its 

mesophase properties in temperatures lower than 17 ºC (Qiu & Caffrey, 2000), but by using 7.9 

MAG, crystallization of heat sensitive proteins is possible at 4 ºC (Y. Misquitta et al., 2004). 

Adding additives such as other lipids to the lipidic phase, can impact the lipid structure in 

several different ways. This includes lowering the degree of curvature allows for more water to 

be absorbed and thus expands the lattice parameters. 
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Another way of expanding the lattice parameters is to transform the cubic phase into an 

hexagonal or lamellar one (Cherezov, Clogston, Misquitta, Abdel-Gawad, & Caffrey, 2002). 

Addition of small amphiphilic peptides can both induce swelling or shrinking of the unit cell 

but also induce phase transformation (Yaghmur, Laggner, Zhang, Rappolt, & Scalas, 2007). 

These additions can increase or decrease protein stability either by the change of the structure 

of the lipidic phase or by interacting with the protein or lipids directly (Liu et al., 2010). One 

example is the addition of cholesterol which has shown increased stability of membrane 

proteins and improvement of crystal shape and size in LCP as for the human β2 adrenergic 

receptor (Hanson et al., 2008; W. Liu et al., 2010).  

 

 

Figure 11. Model of cubic Pn3m (diamond)-mesophase during the event of crystallization. Ba3- 

CcO situated in the bilayer of the bicontinuous phase (micelle-like in 2D, channel-like in 3D) 

diffuse and concentrate into a lamellar structure upon addition of precipitant. The 

rearrangement and spontaneous organization of protein progresses to nucleation.  Model is not 

to scale and is a modified illustration made from Li, Lee, & Caffrey, 2011. 

 

2.3.7 In meso crystallization 

Proteins reconstituted into LCP are in their native conformation and are unconfined to move 

laterally within the bilayer. Upon addition of precipitant to the LCP, the cubic bicontinuous 

phase dehydrates and a phase separation into a lamellar phase occurs (M Caffrey, 2008; 

Cherezov & Caffrey, 2007; Paas et al., 2003; Qutub et al., 2004). The lateral movement of the 

protein within the bilayer then enables enrichment of protein in the lamellar phase which induce 

nucleation and crystallization when protein molecules are free to organize themselves into 

repeated elements (Figure 11) (Landau & Rosenbusch, 1996; Lindblom & Rilfors, 1989).  

Membrane protein crystals are classified by how they are formed. For membrane protein 

crystals there are mainly two types of crystal lattices; type I and type II. In type I, lipids 

(detergents) surround the protein molecule in a bilayer-type of way mimicking the natural 

environment of the protein, the membrane, which increase stability of the protein by allowing 

for multiple protein-protein and protein-lipid interactions. In comparison, type II crystal 

packing is mostly due to hydrophilic interactions between the protein molecules since the 

hydrophobic domains of the protein is shielded by detergent micelles. This reduces the amount 
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of protein-protein contacts making the crystals less stable and thus more fragile. LCP enables 

protein packing to be of type I (Figure 12) which means that membrane protein crystals of two-

dimensions are arranged in stacks in each geometrical plane making it three-dimensional in 

space. This arrangement can be derived from the amphiphilic nature of the lipids which enables 

hydrophobic interactions between protein-protein molecules as well as protein-lipids while 

polar interactions stabilize the crystal structure in the third dimension. As a result, higher order 

of protein organization can be achieved due to both hydrophilic and hydrophobic protein-

protein and protein-lipid interactions. (Hartmut, 1983; W. Liu et al., 2010). According to 

previous research, ba3-type CcO crystallized in LCP is confirmed to be of a type I crystal 

packing as expected (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011) 

 

 

Figure 12. Two representations of type I crystal packing in LCP. In a) the three-dimensional 

structure is visible and in b) the two-dimensional packing is showcased with hydrophilic and 

hydrophobic interactions within the crystal packing. 

 

2.3.8 Lipidic sponge phase  

The LCP has been a matter of discussion regarding its saddle-shaped bicontinuous bilayer and 

it has been suggested that the inner small aqueous channels may not allow for lateral migration 

for membrane proteins with a large hydrophilic domain (Cherezov et al., 2006). This would in 

turn slow down or even hinder nucleation and crystal growth. The diameter of the water channel 

also affects crystallization of soluble protein in LCP. Reduced size of the aqueous channels 

affects soluble protein crystallization negatively (Clogston & Caffrey, 2005). One solution to 

these arguments is to enlarge the pores and flatten the bilayer. As described before in section 

2.3.5, there are a few ways to do this where one is to change the temperature and another is to 

alter the lipid tails. Another way is to use a solvent or an additive like polyethylene glycol 

(PEG), dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO), butanediol and jeffamine among others to create a more 

liquid and swollen phase also known as lipidic sponge phase (Cherezov et al., 2006; Engström 

et al., 1998; Evertsson et al., 2002; Imberg et al., 2003; Wadsten et al., 2006). Visually it looks 
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like a melted cubic phase but with 2-3 times larger water channels (Ridell et al., 2003). The low 

viscosity makes methods used in vapor diffusion, such as automation and standard protocols 

directly transferable to be used on lipidic sponge phase (Wadsten et al., 2006). However, even 

though in surfo methods can be directly applicable, the possibility of using the crystallization 

matrix as an extrusion medium is lost (section 2.5.3). This is due to the application of the 

viscous phase of LCP that can be used as a way to deliver microcrystals to the X-ray beam in a 

slow controlled manner (Ishchenko, Cherezov, & Liu, 2016) which is why crystal sample 

viscosity is often manipulated just before the experiment to make the sample run smoothly.  

Therefore, considering using lipidic sponge phase instead of LCP needs to be carefully 

weighted with the choice of experimental set up at the beamline or adjustment of the viscosity 

needs to be altered of the crystal grown in lipidic sponge phase prior to loading the sample 

cartridge.  
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2.4 Crystallography (paper I-V) 
 

2.4.1 X-ray diffraction 

In the early 20th century, Lawrence Bragg and his father William discovered that incoming X-

rays scattered in a certain angle when they hit a crystal. This resulted in Bragg’s law and the 

start of crystallography (Bragg, 1913): 

 

nλ = 2dsinθ 

 

Where n is a positive integer, λ represent wavelength, d is the space between two lattice planes 

in the crystal and θ refers to the scattering angle (Figure 13). What it means is that when the 

incoming X-rays hit the crystal, electrons within the structure will scatter the waves, resulting 

in constructive interference if the scattered X-rays are in phase, giving rise to a Bragg reflection. 

According to Bragg, each set of lattice planes are considered as an independent diffractor and 

will produce a reflection while the intensity of the reflections depends on how much electron 

density is accommodated in the sets of planes within the unit cell. The more electrons available, 

the more X-rays can be scattered and the intensity of the scattered beam will be higher. Since 

the diffraction angle, θ, is inversely related to the distance between the planes, d, large unit cells 

with large spacing will give small θ which means more reflections within a certain angle from 

the incoming beam. In other words, the distance OP (Figure 13A) is equal to d-1. This can also 

be linked to the fact that larger unit cells also contains more atoms and therefore produces more 

information in a diffraction pattern of the same size (Rhodes, 2006).    

The space occupied by Bragg reflections is called reciprocal space and the planes in a unit cell 

and the directions of them can be drawn through lattice points by three number called Miller’s 

indices denoted h, k and l. Reciprocal lattice points must be arranged in a certain way to satisfy 

Bragg law in order to produce a reflection. This can be used to predict directions of the 

diffracted ray by using the Ewald’s sphere (Ewald, 1969) (Figure 13A). To fulfill Bragg law 

and produce a reflection, the reciprocal lattice point must intersect with the Ewald sphere. To 

sample all of the reciprocal space, all of the reciprocal lattice points needs to be brought into 

diffracting conditions. This can be done by simply rotating the crystal around one axis which 

will cause more reciprocal lattice points to satisfy Bragg’s law by crossing Ewald’s sphere. The 

minimum degree of rotation depends on the amount of symmetry of the unit cell where high 

symmetry needs less rotation. (Rhodes, 2006).  

.  

(2.1) 
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Figure 13. Illustration of Ewald’s sphere (A) and geometry used in Bragg’s law (B). 

 

2.4.2 Data processing and refinement  

When the reciprocal space with its lattice points are sampled at an X-ray facility using a 

powerful X-ray beam and an X-ray detector, a set of diffraction patterns containing multiple 

Bragg reflections are generated. By considering each atom instead of planes as a scatterer, 

diffraction can be summed up to a structure factor (Fhkl) of the hkl reflection (2.2), the lattice 

point in reciprocal space. Each individual atomic component contributing to the structure factor 

is called the atomic scattering factor fjθλ or just simply fj. Fhkl represents the scattered wave that 

consists of an amplitude |Fhkl| and a phase ϕhkl. From the structure factors, electron density (ρ) 

can be calculated at a certain position (x,y,z) in the unit cell by using Fourier synthesis (2.3).  

 

𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙 = |𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙|𝑒
𝑖𝜙ℎ𝑘𝑙 = ∑ 𝑓𝑗

𝑛

𝑗=1

𝑒2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥𝑗 + 𝑘𝑦𝑗 + 𝑙𝑧𝑗) 

 

 

𝜌𝑥𝑦𝑧 =
1

𝑉
 ∑ ∑ ∑ 𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙,𝑥𝑦𝑧

𝑙𝑘ℎ

=
1

𝑉
 ∑ ∑ ∑ |𝐹ℎ𝑘𝑙|

𝑙𝑘ℎ

𝑒−2𝜋𝑖(ℎ𝑥+𝑘𝑦+𝑙𝑧)+𝑖𝜙ℎ𝑘𝑙  

 

Where V represents the volume of the unit cell and ϕ denotes the phase (Rhodes, 2006). To be 

able to calculate the electron density, diffraction data obtained from X-ray facilities such as 

synchrotrons, are processed through a number of different steps. Firstly, the unit cell parameters 

need to be determined to require the space group from a few patterns. Space group and unit cell 

parameters are then used for indexing and integration of the whole data set  (Leslie, 2006) using 

(2.2) 

(2.3) 
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software such as MOSFLM (Battye et al., 2011). The indexed data then needs to be scaled and 

merged to create a single file with |Fhkl| for all the Bragg peaks which is the final step when 

processing the experimental data.  

To calculate electron density through a Fourier synthesis, both structure factor amplitudes and 

phases are required. However, since only amplitudes can be obtained from the intensities of the 

diffraction patterns, phases needs to be retrieved somewhere else. One common approach is to 

use a method called molecular replacement (MR) to overcome the ‘phase problem’. MR 

borrows theoretical phases from a structurally similar model to the target protein which enables 

electron density to be calculated. Several rounds of refinement in the reciprocal space are then 

followed to better fit the experimental data and an initial model is subsequently built (Rhodes, 

2006). The process of refining the structure is iterative where the initial model will provide new 

phases that in turn, after refinement, will provide a new structural model and so on. The work 

of refinement is validated by the R-factor, also known as Rwork (Tickle, Laskowski, & Moss, 

2000). Rwork summarizes the structure factor amplitudes |Fhkl| in reciprocal space and compares 

the |Fhkl| between the model and experimental data. In other words, it will estimate how well 

the refined model predicts the observed data:  

 

𝑅𝑤𝑜𝑟𝑘 =  
∑ ||𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠| − |𝐹𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐||

∑ |𝐹𝑜𝑏𝑠|
 

 

Rwork is given as a value between 0-1 where 0 is ideal, corresponds to a perfect fit of the 

calculated and experimental model. This is never the case when analyzing data and a R-factor 

of about ten times the resolution is usually acceptable. There is a balance in how to select data 

for building the model. By including too much noise and pushing the refinement to fit a 

particular set of data, a false low Rwork will be obtained. This is known as an overfitted structure 

and includes more information than can be justified by the experimental data. Overfitting can 

be detected by excluding a small subset of the data, about 5 %, before refinement to generate 

Rfree. A structural model is then refined against the 95 % of the data and this model is compared 

to the Rfree. A valid model has a Rwork close to the Rfree and by comparing the two factors during 

refinement, overfitting can be avoided. Another way of checking the validity of the structure is 

to keep track of that the chemical constraints are fulfilled, e.g. bond lengths, bond- and torsion 

angles lie within expected values (Rhodes, 2006). Structure determination from X-ray 

diffraction data can be performed by software suits such as CCP4 contain a series of 

crystallographic programmes that provides a whole pipeline from start to end (Potterton et al., 

2018; Winn et al., 2011).  

 

 

 

(2.4) 
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2.4.3 Conventional crystallography 

Synchrotron sources have been the most influential facilities for macromolecular protein 

crystallography since the early 1970s (Dauter, Jaskolski, & Wlodawer, 2010) and still provide 

a powerful X-ray tool to produce structures of protein molecules. Synchrotron radiation occurs 

when the direction of electrons are changed by bending magnets or undulators in storage rings 

creating electromagnetic radiation (Elder et al., 1947). In conventional X-ray crystallography 

that is a common method used at synchrotrons, a single preferably large crystal is mounted onto 

a goniometer and rotated in the X-ray beam to sample Bragg reflections of the whole reciprocal 

space. However, the method has a few major disadvantages; first-and second degree radiation 

damage and the need for large well diffracting crystals (Hartmut, 1983). Radiation damage 

arises when some of the photons are absorbed by the sample causing free radicals to form 

(Garman & Weik, 2011; Holton, 2009). For membrane proteins, the need for large well 

diffracting crystals can be of concern since membrane proteins are notorious to be both more 

difficult to purify and to crystallize due their localization in native membranes (Bill et al., 2011; 

Hartmut, 1983) To minimize data loss due to radiation damage, cryogenic temperatures are 

used by flash-freezing the crystals in liquid nitrogen before the experiment. To obtain higher 

resolution structures, cryoprotectants can be added for crystal protection during flash freezing 

(Garman & Weik, 2011; Hunsicker‐Wang et al., 2005). To obtain large well diffracting crystals 

there are also numerous ways of post-crystallization treatments to improve diffraction such as 

soaking the crystals in different solutions or dehydration of crystals to remove water to increase 

crystal packing densities (Heras & Martin, 2005). 

 

2.5 Serial crystallography and Microcrystallization (paper I-V) 
 

2.5.1 Serial crystallography 
To obtain structures in a more physiological temperature and to avoid using large protein 

crystals, several small crystals can be used instead at light sources with much higher brilliance. 

This method is called serial femtosecond crystallography (SFX) and involves a stream of small 

crystals below 20 μm in size that are illuminated by such a high radiation dose that the crystals 

vaporize (Chapman, Caleman, & Timneanu, 2014; Chapman et al., 2011; Neutze et al., 2000). 

Before destruction of the crystal, a diffraction pattern is sampled which means that one crystal 

in a random orientation is used for one single exposure, so called diffraction before destruction. 

This can be achieved since the femtosecond pulse is shorter than the time required for the atoms 

to move approximately an Angstrom. As a result, the data collected consists of massive amount 

of snapshot diffraction patterns from thousands of crystals differing in shape and size, each 

containing only partially measured intensities (Chapman et al., 2014, 2011).  

To accomplish these ultrashort bunches of extremely bright X-ray pulses, a light source with a 

peak brilliance of billion times stronger than synchrotron radiation is used, delivering the same 

amount of energy in 50 fs that a synchrotron typically delivers in 1 s. The high  brilliance is 

produced by accelerating electron pulses to almost the speed of light in a kilometer linear tunnel, 

LINAC, passing them through a multitude of switched dipole magnets called undulators which 
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will force the electrons to oscillate and thereby emit electromagnetic radiation (Ayvazyan et al., 

2006). The advent of X-ray free electron lasers (XFELs) enables data collection at room 

temperature with pulse lengths of a few femtoseconds making it also possible for ultra-fast 

time-resolved (TR) pump-probe experiments (Standfuss, 2019; Standfuss & Spence, 2017).  

In recent years, the methods developed for SFX at XFELs have been applied to the new 

generation of synchrotrons with fast low-noise high-frame rate detectors, high viscosity 

injectors, sophisticated software suites, microfocused- and submicron beams and improved 

optics. This enables synchrotrons to close in on XFELs by collecting data at room temperature 

by serial crystallography on a millisecond time scale which in turn frees beamtime on XFELs 

and allows for screening of crystals (Standfuss & Spence, 2017). Serial Synchrotron 

Crystallography (SSX) includes different methods such as fixed target SX or the use of a 

viscous sample extruder, where the latter method needs microcrystals in grease or in LCP 

(Coquelle et al., 2015). 

 

2.5.2 Pump-probe experiments 

To fully understand protein function, structural information on protein dynamics are of great 

importance. By combining the SFX technique with time resolved studies (TR-SFX) structural 

changes upon triggering of the protein can be visualized. This is achieved by continuously 

exposing microcrystals to a predetermined delayed XFEL pulse after initiating a reaction trigger 

such as light, temperature, chemicals, substrates or electric field (Figure 14). By taking 

snapshots at various time-points, intermediates of the reaction can be sampled and analyzed. 

To cope with the high radiation doses and fast repetition rates, XFEL detectors are built as 

panels arrange with a hole in its center to allow the high-energy X-rays to pass through them 

without damaging the detector. Other requirements are fast read-out to match the repetition 

rates of the XFEL and maximizing the measurable peak signals (Kameshima et al., 2014). When 

performing pump-probe experiments using a laser for either illumination of light sensitive 

proteins or as in CcOs, knocking out the bound CO from the active site prior to X-ray exposure, 

there are a few factors of importance. Firstly the wavelength, size and energy of the pump laser 

needs to be adapted to the requirements of the experiment. The wavelength must trigger the 

reaction of interest, the size of the laser must be large enough to cover the crystal and the energy 

level must be balanced so that the occupancy of the protein is high but with the lowest amount 

of photodegradation.  

Besides the importance of pump laser and X-ray probes, timing is also crucial since several 

factors such as flow rate, distances in the experimental set up and time delay needs to coincide 

(Sanchez-Gonzalez et al., 2017) When the experimental set up and alignment is ready and 

sample is running smoothly, collecting enough data in several different time-points during a 

reaction cycle can result in a ‘molecular movie’ where the structural changes upon protein 

triggering is visualized over time (Kupitz et al., 2016; Nango et al., 2019). Pump-probe 

experimental data is processed by looking at the Fobs-Fobs maps, so called difference maps 

between two different states of a protein. Often the map of light state (laser on) is compared to 

dark state (laser off), often referred to as Flight-Fdark difference density maps. By refining the 

dark structure optimally, the phases from the dark structure can be used to calculate the 
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difference electron density maps. However, since the signal is usually much weaker due to 

lower occupancy, more data needs to be collected, especially for small structural changes that 

are close to the noise level. To see how much data needs to be collected, the progress is 

monitored by calculating maps using structures that are not fully refined. 

Since the mechanism of proton pumping and the route of ligand binding is still unknown in 

CcOs, one method to explore the mechanism is to use time resolved pump-probe SX to elucidate 

structural changes when the protein is triggered. To trigger CcOs, the ideal ligand is to use the 

natural ligand oxygen to capture the intermediate states at different time points since oxygen 

can give insight in both proton pumping and ligand transfer in the ligand channel. However, 

using oxygen has proven to be difficult due to the requirement of an anaerobic experimental set 

up  and the need to activate as many proteins molecules as possible as fast as possible. If the 

active state occupancy of the protein population is too low or the diffusion too slow, a smearing 

effect will emerge making the noise level too high.  In our project, we have aimed to use caged 

oxygen together with LCP as a crystallization and extrusion matrix. The oxygen is then released 

upon illumination by a laser and diffuse to the active site. Meanwhile, a simpler system is to 

use CO to track reverse structural changes by CO dissociation as a mimic for how O2 binds to 

the active site. By flashing off CO using a laser and then sampling intermediate states of the 

protein, insight of how the ligand is transferred in the ligand channel can be made. However, 

since the biological reaction does not take place, the mechanism of how the protons are 

transferred within the protein will still not be revealed by this method.  

 

 

Figure 14. Illustration of the pump-probe SFX experimental setup with a LCP-injector and 

pump laser. For ba3-type CcO. Crystals are delivered in LCP that acts as both crystallization- 

and extrusion medium. The thickness and optical density of LCP entails a higher laser power 

to penetrate the viscous matter. 
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2.5.3 Sample delivery injectors  

SFX and especially TR-SFX demands large volumes of sample compared to conventional 

crystallography experiments. This is due to several reasons: firstly, crystals are destroyed after 

a single X-ray pulse which mean that new crystals needs to be delivered to the beam 

continuously. To collect a data set covering all reflections of the crystal lattice, thousands of 

diffraction patterns are needed and consequently also a large number of crystals. Secondly, the 

injector systems are sample demanding and significant volumes are often lost in the sample 

handling, such as sample preparation, sample mounting and during the run of the experiment. 

The first injector utilized at XFELs was a gas dynamic virtual nozzle, a liquid jet injector with 

a flow of 10 μl/min with a 50-100 μm nozzle size. This meant that most of the sample would 

not be probed by X-rays (DePonte et al., 2008). To provide the experiment with enough crystals 

up to grams of sample were needed. This pushed for a development of new injectors where 

sample consumption was less.  

Two main injector set ups are used; fixed target- and moving target injectors which includes 

the gas dynamic virtual nozzle (Zhao et al., 2019). Example of fixed target injectors are single-

crystalline silicon chips (Roedig et al., 2015) that consists of a thin membrane of 10-20 μm 

thickness with a periodic pattern of crystal wells (Lieske et al., 2019). Moving target injectors 

vary from the liquid jet to tape drives (Roessler et al., 2013), high viscosity injectors (HVE), 

acoustic droplet injector (ADE) (Roessler et al., 2016) and capillaries (Stellato et al., 2014) 

among others. The capillary technique delivers sample in a glass capillary by pushing the 

sample through with an injection pump at a flow rate up to 2.5 μl/min (Monteiro et al., 2019). 

ADE delivery systems jet droplets containing crystals by acoustic waves with a high hit rate 

(Roessler et al., 2016). By depositing samples on a Kapton belt with the acoustic injector, not 

only structural determination is possible but also in situ crystallography, crystallizing directly 

on the belt without any crystal handling in between the crystallization and experiment (Fuller 

et al., 2017). High viscosity injectors are a development of the liquid jet injector by using similar 

nozzles and gas to direct the flow but with slower flow rates down to 0.001-0.3 μl/min due to 

the more viscous extrusion medium (Zhao et al., 2019). It was first developed to extrude LCP 

but can also be used by reconstituted crystals in viscous medium such as grease (Sugahara et 

al., 2014), vaseline (Botha et al., 2015) and agarose (Conrad et al., 2015) which enables crystals 

grown in surfo to use the injector system. HVEs are not limited to XFELs and can also be used 

in serial synchrotron crystallography using a microfocused beamline (Nogly et al., 2015). The 

advantage of using LCP in HVEs is that LCP is used both as a crystallization- and extrusion 

medium keeping handling of the crystals to a minimum (Weierstall et al., 2014). 

 

2.5.4 Microcrystallization in surfo 

The development of serial crystallography has also pushed the development to produce 

thousands of microcrystals each measuring less than 20 μm crystals in size compared the 

production of a few large ones as was preferable in conventional crystallographic methods 

(Zhao et al., 2019). There are several ways of obtaining microcrystals. One way is to crush large 

crystals to make them smaller or to aim for crystallization conditions that favor rapid nucleation 

and crystal growth. Another way is to promote microcrystal formation by using supersaturated 
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solutions in vapor diffusion set ups to increase the evaporation of water thus speeding up the 

crystallization process (Lee et al., 2018). As described before in section 2.3.1, batch 

crystallization is a way to control nucleation and crystal growth. By changing the crystallization 

conditions, microcrystal formation can be favored instead of large crystals (Beale et al., 2019; 

Dods et al., 2017). The aim of batch microcrystallization is to create a large amount of 

nucleation sites by increasing the precipitant and/or the protein concentration. The large amount 

of nucleation sites will rapidly drop the protein concentration depleting the protein reservoir 

and therefore making the crystals smaller since there are not enough protein molecules left for 

larger crystals. To increase formation of microcrystals further in batch crystallization, seeding 

crystals can be added to increase the amounts of nucleation sites. In addition, batch 

crystallization is not only a way for producing large amounts of sample but also a way to 

decrease the work load for sample preparation at the experimental site (Coe et al., 2015).  

 

2.5.5 Microcrystallization in meso 

Since the development of new injectors in SX that deliver high viscous extrusion medium to 

lower the amount of sample used in an SX experiment (Ishchenko et al., 2016; Weierstall et 

al., 2014), there are mainly two ways of getting protein crystals into a viscous medium. One 

way is to crystallize proteins in surfo and then mix the crystals with grease to get the right 

consistency (Sugahara et al., 2014). A second way is to use LCP as both a crystallization 

medium and as an extrusion medium. 

LCP was first regarded as difficult to work with due to the time consuming work of mixing and 

spinning the lipid in tubes to get the right phase and with difficulties monitoring and collecting 

crystals (Landau & Rosenbusch, 1996). It was not until years later when the method had been 

developed using syringes that allowed for the LCP suspension to be easily mixed in a couple of 

minutes that the method gained new popularity (Cheng, Hummel, Qiu, & Caffrey, 1998). 

Several new PDB structures were then deposited including proteins of the large g-protein 

coupled receptor (GPCR) family such as the structure of the β2 adrenergic receptor–Gs protein 

complex that rewarded Brian Kobilka and Robert Lefkowitz with the Nobel Prize of Chemistry 

in 2012 (Clark, 2013; Ghosh et al., 2015; Kato et al., 2012; Rasmussen et al., 2011).  

The method of working with syringes made it easier to both dispense and screen large numbers 

of crystallization conditions with small volumes of protein. With robot-assisted pipetting of 

LCP suspension onto commercially available plates in combination with commercial crystals 

screens, small scale screening can be done quick and effortless. Although optimization of the 

detergent and detergent concentration might needed for the detergent lipids to be compatible 

with the lipidic phase. (Ai & Caffrey, 2000; Martin Caffrey, 2015; Cherezov & Caffrey, 2003, 

2005; Cherezov, Fersi, & Caffrey, 2001; Gaisford, Schertler, & Edwards, 2011; Ishchenko et 

al., 2016; Li et al., 2012).  

The most commonly used method to screen for microcrystal formation is to use syringes. After 

a crystallization hit is found by small scale screening, a 100 µl gas tight syringe is filled with 

60-70 µl of the precipitant solution that gave a hit and 5 µl of LCP suspension is pushed into 

the precipitant before the syringe is sealed (Ishchenko et al., 2016; W. Liu, Ishchenko, & 
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Cherezov, 2014). Conditions are then screened around the small scale hit to optimize the larger 

scale production of microcrystals. To monitor crystallization growth using magnitudes with 

good focus, the crystallization process is terminated and a small portion of crystals is taken out, 

spread on a glass slide with a coverslip and observed in a microscope. Another option is to 

monitor the crystals directly in the syringe with a microscope with some difficulties finding 

focus. This is because the thickness and curvature of the glass, the shape of the LCP-string in 

different depths makes it hard to magnify to a higher extent (Figure 15). With our 

stereomicroscope (Nikon SMZ18) a magnification of about 15x (1.5) was maximum before 

focus was lost. Using a polarization filter can aid the monitoring by looking for the shimmering 

of the microcrystals but still makes it very difficult to evaluate the quality and size of the 

crystals. 

When a large scale hit is found, the same method is then used to produce larger amounts of 

sample for experiments. To collect crystals from the syringes, previously published methods 

describe that crystals are collected from the syringe by removing the precipitant solution by 

slowly pushing the plunger forward and then pooling the 5 µl crystals from different syringes 

into one syringe (W. Liu et al., 2014). This method needs a large set of gas tight syringes to 

accommodate the need for large amount of sample. Another way of screening and producing 

microcrystals in LCP is to use Eppendorf tubes with a metal wire instead of syringes. The metal 

wire is used to easily collect the crystals (Eriko Nango et al., 2016). However, this method 

cannot visualize the crystal growth over time directly in the tubes using a microscope.  

 

 

Figure 15. Two different magnifications of a LCP string containing ba3-type CcO crystals are 

visualized in a 500 μl Hamilton syringe with precipitation buffer using a stereo microscope. In 

both of the syringes it is hard to analyze the crystal quality in the means of shape and size, 

indifferent of the 7.5x magnification (a) and 15x magnification which was maximum 

magnification before focus was lost (b). This can be explained by the curvature of the syringe 

itself, the different depths of the LCP-string and the thickness of the LCP making crystals 

overlap in view in different focus points. Figure from paper I, Acta Cryst. (2019) D75, 937-

946.  
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2.5.6 Serial data collection and processing 

Since microcrystals are flowed in a continuous stream, sprayed or spread on sheet in SFX 

experiments, controlling flow rate of the extruding media and the density of crystals are of great 

importance. When an X-ray pulse crosses paths with a crystal, a “hit” will be registered if a 

diffraction pattern has enough Bragg reflections with high enough intensities over a certain 

defined signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio. An X-ray pulse can also go through the extrusion medium 

without hitting any crystals, a so called empty shot. On the other hand, an X-ray beam can also 

hit more than one crystal in the same pulse generating a multi-hit if the density is too high. To 

find the optimal flow rate during data collection, the hit rate is monitored to view the percentage 

of hits compared to the number of X-ray pulses. By altering the injection system (nozzle size 

for example), diluting crystals or adjusting flow rate, the optimal hit rate can be achieved for 

that particular sample and experimental setup for efficient data collection.  

Since random orientated crystals with different shapes and sizes are hit, a full SFX data set 

contains several thousand diffraction patterns with partial reflections where each reflection will 

be measured several times. This demands software for fast data reduction and processing such 

as Cheetah for hit finding (Barty et al., 2014) and Crystfel for indexing, scaling and merging 

(White et al., 2012). To meet the challenge of crystal to crystal variation, the redundancy of 

SFX experiments needs to be very high and requires validation methods such as CC½  and Rsplit 

where Rsplit is a measurement of the consistency within a data set by dividing the data set in 

half, merging them separately and then comparing the intensity lists of them both. Low Rsplit 

indicates a good comparison of the two separated half data sets.  CC½ (Pearson correlation 

coefficient) is also way of comparing the two halves of the data set (Kirian et al., 2010; White 

et al., 2012). After merging, software also applied for conventional crystallography such as 

CCP4 (Potterton et al., 2018)  can be used for MR of SX data.  
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Chapter 3 

 

3. Result and discussion 
 

 

3.1 Part I: Well-based crystallization of LCP microcrystals for SX 

(paper I) 
 

3.1.1 Large scale production of crystals in wells 

To produce of up to milliliters of microcrystals for SFX experiments in an efficient way where 

the crystallization process can be monitored over time, we present method developed from LCP 

methods for crystal production for serial crystallography (section 3.2.3). The method enables 

crystals to be screened, optimized and produced in a large scale using glass (or plastic) plates 

sealed with a transparent adhesive plastic cover, allowing for easily visualization with a 

stereomicroscope over time without interrupting the crystallization process. Crystals produced 

in this large scale well based system can be zoomed in at least six times more with better focus 

(Figure 16) compared to crystals produced in syringes (Figure 15). To crystallize LCP directly 

in a plate, a short removable needle is connected to the syringe with the LCP suspension and a 

string of up to 50 μl of LCP suspension is dispensed to a well filled with up to 1 ml of precipitant 

solution. Crystals can then be produced without the need of syringes filled with precipitant 

solution. Besides the common screening factors such as buffers, pH and salt etc., screening of 

crystals in the well based method can also include LCP suspension volume, precipitation 

volume and gauge size of the removable needle to find optimal large scale microcrystallization 

conditions. 
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Figure 16. Different zoom of magnitudes of crystal containing LCP-strings in wells. In (a) the 

string itself can easily be visualized optically by the eye and crystals are easily zoomed in 

using a stereomicroscope over time without interrupting the crystallization process. In (b) the 

crystals are viewed with a magnitude of 40x using a polarization filter to view case the 

shimmering of the crystals while (c) and (d) shows crystals without a polarization filter under 

50x and 135x magnification. Figure from paper I, Acta Cryst. (2019) D75, 937-946. 

 

A plunger is then used to collect the formed crystals by pooling the crystal-containing LCP 

strings into one well. This can then be transferred as a single lump into a 500 μl syringe from 

the back and the harvested microcrystals are then pressed down into the syringe. Since the 

method is fast and the LCP is only exposed to air for a few seconds, no visible abnormalities of 

the phase or crystals were detected and crystals behaved in the same way as crystals produced 

by the syringe approach for ba3-type CcO. Another way of collecting crystals was tested by 

using a pipette with a cut off 1000 μl pipette tip. By drawing the well solution containing the 

crystal-containing LCP string, the crystals could be transferred to the syringe from the back 

with a few drawbacks. Since the volume of drawn precipitant solution was quite large, it was 

easy to mechanically press in solution to the LCP-string making it less viscous. The LCP-string 

also stuck on the sides of the plastic pipette tip resulting in large sample loss, which in the end 

favored the first collecting procedure. Residues of precipitant solution are then removed by 

tilting the syringe into a vertical position before pushing the plunger forward (step-by-step in 

Figure 17). To remove precipitant solution from a sample with low viscosity, the syringe can 

be stored with the plunger upwards until the precipitant solution has separated and the residual 

precipitant solution can then be removed.  
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One of the main advantages of this method is the efficient way of collecting a larger amount of 

crystals in a short time since several plates can be transferred into the same syringe. A 9-well 

plate maximized with 50 μl LCP suspension in each well results in 450 μl of crystal containing 

LCP. In this case the time limiting step is the reconstitution of protein in lipid by mixing besides 

the production of protein target itself. With an automated LCP mixer (SPT Labtech) even the 

step of mixing LCP is more or less effortless. 

 

 

Figure 17. Step-by-step procedure of collecting microcrystals from a well into a syringe. LCP 

suspension is dispensed in each well of a 9-well glass plate by connecting a short needle to the 

Hamilton gastight syringe (a). A plunger is then used to pool the crystal-containing LCP (b) 

and forming a lump that sticks to the tip of the plunger (c). The LCP-lump is then transferred 

to a new clean syringe from the back (d) before a plunger is inserted and the residual precipitant 

solution is removed (e). (f) shows a packed Hamilton syringe ready to be sealed and used at an 

experiment. Figure from paper I, Acta Cryst. (2019) D75, 937-946. 

 

3.1.2 Summary and discussion part I 

Producing crystals of membrane proteins for conventional crystallography has been challenging 

due to the nature of the protein itself being imbedded in a phospholipidic bilayer. When stripped 

from the membrane and solubilized in detergent, membrane proteins are often prone to 

aggregate and lose functionality. By substituting the membrane with a synthetic bilayer 

mimicking the native environment of the target protein, the protein retains its stability and 

functionality. The different phases and opportunities to add other molecules to change the 

properties of the LCP, give rise to tremendous variation and advantages when it comes to 

crystallization by altering the size and shape of the bilayer to fit the target protein. LCP is also 

aiding crystallization by inducing lamellar organization of the lipids which increase crystal 

contact and the packing density of the crystal (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011). The higher order of 

protein organization results in a more densely packed crystal, probably due to the mediation of 

the lipids in the cubic phase. This can be seen in the much lower values of B-factors, ranging 
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from 17-31 Å2 for one protein system (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011) compared to structures deriving 

from in surfo methods where B-factors on average exceed 50 Å2 (Hunsicker‐Wang et al., 2005; 

Soulimane, Buse, et al., 2000). Another aspect to consider regarding LCP crystallization is 

temperature. Lipidic phases are temperature dependent and the cubic Pn3m phase that is 

commonly used in crystallization with MO, transforms into a lamellar phase in temperatures 

below 17 ºC. However, the Pn3m phase can be used in temperatures up to 80 ºC if the water 

content is lowered. Even though temperatures of up to 80 ºC can be relevant for heat tolerant 

enzymes as the ba3-type CcO, collecting data at temperatures such as 37 ºC for structural 

determination of human proteins have higher biological relevance.  

 

3.2 Part II: Applications of well-based microcrystallization in 

LCP for serial crystallography (Paper I-V) 
 

3.2.1 Novel structure of ba3-type CcO at room temperature (Paper II) 

To obtain microcrystals from ba3-type CcO, a crystallization condition from previous research 

was used as a starting point (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011). The hit was then screened around 

protein- and salt concentration, PEG 400 and pH to find the optimal condition for crystal 

growth. 20 μl LCP with crystals of 5-20 μm were formed in each well with 300 μl 37 % (v/v) 

PEG 400, 1-1.4 M NaCl and 100 mM sodium cacodylate trihydrate pH 5.3. The plate was then 

sealed with a ClearVue sheet (Molecular Dimensions) and incubated at 19°C for 2-3 days before 

crystals could be observed.  

15 μl of sample could be collected and transported to BL3 beamline at the Spring-8 Angstrom 

Compact Free Electron Laser (SACLA) in Japan (Huang & Lindau, 2012). Before the 

experiment 45 μl of MO was added to the sample to increase viscosity and the sample was run 

with a 75 μm nozzle connected to a high viscosity injector (Tono, 2017; Weierstall et al., 2014). 

Diffraction data were collected at 7.6 keV with a repetition rate of 30 Hz and a pulse duration 

below 10 fs with energy of ~95 μJ/pulse. A flow rate of 0.48 μl/min was used and a hit rate of 

about 12 % was observed where images with over 20 reflection peaks were identified as a hit. 

Data reduction and processing was performed by Cheetah (Barty et al., 2014) and then 

processed using the Crystfel software suite to an indexing rate of 72 % (White et al., 2012). The 

model was then built using Coot (Emsley, Lohkamp, Scott, & Cowtan, 2010) and refined by 

REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 2011) using the high resolution structure of PDB ID 3S8F for 

phases to solve the novel structure at room temperature at a resolution of 2.3 Å. Final Rwork was 

recovered at 16.2 % and Rfree slightly higher at 19.8 %. 99.6 % of the side chains were accepted 

within the Ramachandran regions (PDB ID: 5NDC). 
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Figure 18. The CuB-heme a3 ligand binding site with a spherical shaped unbiased Fo-Fc omit 

map indicating a water or hydroxide ion as a ligand where the Fo-Fc difference density in shown 

in green; σ=4.0 (A) and σ=4.5 (B) and 2 Fo-Fc is shown in blue at σ=1.5 (A). Figure from paper 

II, Scientific Reports 7, 4518 (2017). 

 

The structure showed high agreement with the cryogenic high resolution structure (PDB ID 

3S8F) (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011) with similar cell unit parameters and C2 as a space group. The 

proton transfer channel and the water clusters in the expected proton-loading site are conserved 

when comparing both structures. In contrast, compared to the aa3-type CcOs, the proton 

pumping site differs from the ba3-types. Since this site is still under elucidation with suggestions 

of it being localized near the heme a3 propionates, the water clusters surrounding them or an 

aspartic acid residue close by (Ballmoos et al., 2015; Yoshikawa et al., 2016), the comparison 

of these conserved regions of protein species within the CcOs is of high interest. One particular 

residue is of interest in the discussion of the proton loading site, namely a tryptophan residue 

(Trp229 in ba3-type CcO). In the A-type CcOs, this tryptophan forms a radical during enzymatic 

turnover (Wiertz et al., 2004) and it has been proposed that this residue is directly involved in 

proton pumping across the membrane. Since the ba3-type CcO does not form this radical one 

theory is that it might be related to the number of proton translocated over the membrane since 

ba3 transfer approximately half of the protons per oxygen molecule (Kannt et al., 1998; Paulus, 

Werner, Ludwig, & de Vries, 2015). In addition, the neighboring residues of this tryptophan in 

B-type CcOs differ from the ones in A-types. A magnesium is present in A-type CcOs in close 

proximity with a water cluster in one of the proposed proton-loading sites and not in B-type 

CcOs. Instead a carboxyl group of a glutamic acid residue (Gln126II) is occupying the position 

in ba3-type CcO (Lu & Gunner, 2014). This gives further arguments to elucidate and compare 

the proton pumping mechanism between the two groups of CcOs since the overall mechanism 

may be the same but but the details and which structural elements are involved can be different. 
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Comparing the room temperature structure with cryogenic structures previously deposited in 

PDB, an interesting feature regarding the ligand was discovered. As the cryogenic structure 

used for model building has a peroxide modelled in its active site (Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011), 

we show that a water or a hydroxide ion is situated as a ligand, and this is consistent with what 

some others also have shown (Hunsicker‐Wang et al., 2005; Soulimane, Buse, et al., 2000). 

This can be seen by the round shape of the unbiased different density omit map which shows a 

better fit for a water/hydroxide ion than to a peroxide (Figure 18). Uncertainty regarding the 

species of ligand seems to be attributed as an effect of temperature or induced reduction upon 

X-ray exposure (B. Liu et al., 2009; Tiefenbrunn et al., 2011).  

To validate the water/hydroxide ion as a ligand, a water molecule was modelled into the active 

site. The absolute intensity of the water molecule was then compared with the peak height of 

another water molecule in the structure close to the second alcohol of heme a3 and ser309. Both 

were found to be very similar (0.99 resp. 0.86 e-/Å3), supporting the proposal of a water or 

hydroxide ion as the ligand. To further support the use of a water or hydroxide ion as ligand, 

the Fo-Fc electron density was compared with cryogenic structures where a water molecule was 

modelled instead of the peroxide molecule in the active site. As a result, a water built into the 

model of the cryogenic structure of aa3-type CcO from bovine heart (PDB ID: 3WG7) (Hirata 

et al., 2014) generated a poor fit to the elongated electron density, similar to the one generated 

in the cryogenic LCP structure when the same exchange of ligands was conducted (Tiefenbrunn 

et al., 2011). This supports the difference between our ba3-type CcO structure and published 

bovine aa3-type CcO structures and strongly indicates that a single oxygen species is more likely 

to be the ligand in the active site of a ba3-type CcO structure free of radiation damage instead 

of a double oxygen species that is the common denominator for most published A-type CcO 

structures (Kaila et al., 2011). 

A room temperature structure determined from microcrystals collected at a serial 

crystallographic experiment, has some advantages over a cryogenic structure. First of all, since 

the structure derives from crystals only hit one single time, a structure without any radiation 

damage can be obtained. The room temperature structure of ba3-type CcO was sampled with a 

X-ray dose of 13mGy in average calculated by RADDOSE-3D (Bury, Brooks‐Bartlett, Walsh, 

& Garman, 2018), a level of energy well below the limit of where radiation damage has been 

reported for metal cluster using XFEL radiation. Therefore, using microcrystals is particularly 

important for structures containing metal co-factors such as the HCOs (Nass et al., 2015). 

Another advantage of using microcrystals for structural studies are their small size. A smaller 

sized crystal makes it easier for the pump laser or chemical compound to penetrate and thus 

triggering a larger population of the protein molecules. This is important when working with 

pump-probe experiments which are possible now that a high resolution structure can be 

determined using only 15 μl of microcrystal-containing LCP with a method that easily can 

produce necessary quantities of sample. For ba3-type CcO this would mean chemical triggering 

by caged oxygen released by laser or by monitoring CO dissociation over several time points. 

In addition, working at room temperature makes much more biological sense since its closer to 

the working temperature of the protein in its native environment. For ba3-type CcO, which is a 
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heat-tolerant enzyme, this is of even more importance since the protein itself aggregated in 

much higher grade during freezing compared to storage at 4 ºC implying that the protein 

structure at higher temperature is of more relevance due to protein stability and thus 

functionality.  

 

3.2.2 Screening of microcrystal conditions of ba3-type CcO to find a novel 

non-toxic crystallization condition (Paper I).  

Since the room temperature structure of ba3-type CcO included working with the arsenic 

containing salt of cacodylate trihydrate, new crystallization trials were performed to find a new 

non-toxic crystallization condition. Initial screening was based on previous work using a 

mosquito robot (Gaisford et al., 2011) for high throughput where sodium cacodylate simply 

was exchanged by 2-(N-morpholino)ethanesulfonic acid (MES) with different pH, PEG400- 

and NaCl concentration. Several crystallization hits were immediately found and further 

screened using the well based method by dispensing protein strings of different protein 

concentration and volume in each MES- containing up to 1 ml precipitant solution. Cacodylate 

trihydrate-containing plastic plates were used as reference to compare the crystals shape, size 

and density (Figure 19). Plastic plates were used to minimize handling of the toxic solution and 

facilitating waste disposal. No visual difference of size and shape could be detected for crystals 

grown in plastic wells and glass plates. However, the LCP string attaches easily to the plastic 

sides of the wells making it harder to visualize them. A problem not present in glass wells. 

Crystals of 20 μl 0.238 mM ba3-type CcO were obtained in 500 μl precipitant solution 

containing 100 mM MES pH 5.3, 1.4 M NaCl and 34-37 % (v/v) PEG400 after 2 days of 

incubation at room temperature.  

Samples were brought to BioMAX beamline of MAX IV Laboratory for the first Serial 

Synchrotron Crystallography (SSX) in Lund (Thunnissen et al., 2013). The crystal-containing 

LCP were mixed with MO in Hamilton syringes with a LCP:monoolein ratio of 80:15 to get 

the right viscosity of the sample before loaded into the sample cell and mounted to the HVE 

(designed and engineered by Bruce Doak, MPI Heidelberg). A nozzle with a diameter of 100 

µm was used with an average flow rate of 1.2 µl/min.  Data were collected at 

 room temperature at 100 Hz yielding 215 000 diffraction images that was processed using the 

software NanoPeakCell (Coquelle et al., 2015) with a hit rate of 4.7 %. CrystFEL (White et al., 

2012) was used for indexing with a indexing rate of 65 %. The model was then built using 

Phaser (Mccoy et al., 2007) and MR with the phases from previous room temperature structure 

(PDB ID 5NDC). REFMAC5 (Murshudov et al., 2011) was used in refining the structure 

resulting in Rwork = 30.4 % and Rfree = 30.6 % after one round of rigid body refinement giving a 

structure at a resolution of 3.6 Å. However, as this was the first user SSX experiment at 

BioMAX, there is the potential for improved results in the future by optimization of both the 

crystal-injection and data-collection parameters. 

The results show that the method of using LCP microcrystals is not only limited to SFX 

experiments at XFELs but have applications at micro-focused beamlines at synchrotrons as 

well. Not only can this open up for more time at XFELs since synchrotrons will take over a bit 
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of the applications, more opportunities will arise for screening experiments and possibilities to 

test experimental set ups. This will be even more important as the need for more advanced set 

ups arise with pump-probe experiments, for example with chemical triggering which might 

need inert chambers or the need for fast mixing.  

 

 

Figure 19. Pictures comparing ba3-type CcO crystals in two different precipitant buffers. (A) 

and (C) show crystals in a highly toxic and environmental hazardous solution containing 

sodium cacodylate trihydrate. In (A) 120x magnification is displayed in an LCP string and (C) 

100x magnification where crystals have been spread out on a glass sheet. (B) and (D) show 

crystals in a non-toxic buffer containing MES instead. (B) and (D) are different LCP batches 

made at different occasions at 135x and 50c magnitudes respectively. Variation in crystal 

growth were seen even if protocols were standardizes. Small factors such as different protein 

batches, a newly opened detergent bottle or small temperature fluctuations in the room are a 

few of the variables that we could detect made crystals grow differently. Each crystal well had 

to be evaluated before crystal packing to collect a homogenous sample for measurements.  
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3.2.3 Development of ba3-type CcO crystals with bound CO (Paper III) 

The next step after obtaining an oxidized structure at room temperature was to develop a 

protocol for producing reduced CO-bound crystals in larger amounts for serial crystallography. 

To achieve this several aspects had to be taken in consideration. The most important 

consideration was to work under oxygen-free conditions and to figure out a way how to validate 

crystals under inert conditions using optical spectroscopic measurements. These two obstacles 

were overcome by using an aerobic glove box (Coy Laboratory Product Inc.) and an air tight 

calciumdifluoride cell in which crystals could be transferred to the glove box and then used in 

a regular spectrophotometer. As a result, crystallization trials could be performed in an 

anaerobic environment consisting of 95-97 % nitrogen- and 3-5 % hydrogen gas to supply the 

platinum catalysts with reactants. Crystal spectra could be achieved for oxidized, reduced and 

reduced CO-bound crystals (Figure 6).  

Prior to CO-binding, the catalytic site was reduced with two electrons using the reductant 

dithionite. After reduction, the sample was kept in an anaerobic atmosphere to avoid re-

oxidation. There are multiple ways of reducing crystals and we developed two different ways 

where one was slightly more efficient. The first way was to add 1mM sodium dithionite to the 

wells after crystallization to fully reduce them. To be sure that the atmosphere inside the glove 

box was kept oxygen free, all buffers and chemicals were purged with nitrogen for a few 

minutes prior to insertion into the anaerobic chamber. This was accomplished using a septum- 

and parafilm covered tube made by a cut off 15ml falcon tube of 2-4 cm in length (Figure 20). 

Crystals reduced by this method could be obtained in two different ways. Either the crystals 

were produced in an oxygen-free environment from start or they were produced aerobically by 

crystallizing in normal work space area. To remove oxygen, the oxygen containing crystals 

were transferred into the glove box and the plates unsealed for oxygen diffusion. The box was 

purged to empty out excess oxygen and then left for equilibration for 45-60 min with an oxygen 

catalyst to remove the residual oxygen. Crystals were monitored using a stereo microscope over 

time and no visual change could be detected regarding size and shape of the LCP-string or the 

crystals. After the incubation time, reductant was added in the same way as with the anaerobic 

crystals.  

The second way producing reduced crystals was to grow crystals in a reduced condition. 

Different reduction agents were screened with different concentrations and a condition with 

sodium dithionite at a concentration of twenty fold excess of the protein concentration was 

found where crystals grew as expected. Crystals were monitored over time in the anaerobic 

glove box and crystal samples were taken out for UV/VIS spectra using the CaF2-cell. They 

showed that additional reducing agent was needed to a final concentration of 1mM. The 

simplicity of just adding reducing agent to the already formed crystals made this method the 

method of choice for crystal production.  

The next step was to add CO to the reduced crystals. To add CO under secure circumstances 

according to safety regulations, the reduced anaerobic crystals had to be removed from the 

glove box and transferred into an adjacent room with fume hoods, locked storage cabinets and 

CO-detectors. To move sample around in an aerobic atmosphere without contamination of 

oxygen, septum capped glass vials of 2 ml were used (Figure 20). Glass vials were used over 
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plastic tubes to avoid adhering of LCP to the sides of plastic material. To transfer the crystals 

to the glass vials, 0.5-1 ml of the precipitant solution was pipetted over before the crystals were 

collected with a plunger. The tubes were then capped with the septum cap and parafilmed before 

exiting the anaerobic atmosphere. To add CO, the crystal containing vial was purged a few 

seconds using a syringe needle, creating an overpressure before an outlet was added to keep the 

inside of the vial oxygen free. To terminate the purging of CO, the same procedure was applied 

by first taking out the outlet before the CO-inlet was removed to keep the over pressure inside 

the vial. Crystals were then incubated for up to an hour in CO atmosphere to allow for diffusion. 

Crystals were evaluated before and after the procedure and no visual abnormalities could be 

detected of the LCP matrix or the crystals. UV/VIS spectra confirmed the binding of CO and 

that the crystals still were CO-bound after 60-90 seconds before crystals started to lose their 

CO upon expose to the inert atmosphere of the glove box. The crystals were then packed into 

Hamilton syringes and tested for oxygen leakage. Tests showed that sealed syringes could be 

stored in aerobic atmosphere for at least 5 days without losing their CO. The amount of crystals 

purged in a tube depended upon the plates. Prior to collection, every plate was evaluated in a 

stereo microscope to determine which crystals were equal in size, density and shape and would 

be pooled to make up a sample. For example, 20 μl of protein-containing LCP suspension had 

been added to each well in a 9-well glass plate and 6 of these was decided during evaluation to 

be harvested into a pooled sample. This pooled sample would then make up a volume of 

approximately 120 μl of crystal containing LCP in a tube. To only use one plate per tube was 

decided on the basis of not letting the crystals be stored in the tube more than necessary during 

harvesting and to keep the volume of LCP in the tube low for better CO penetration of the 

lipidic phase. A UV/VIS spectrum confirmed a fully reduced and CO-bound sample by this 

method.  

 

 

Figure 20. Illustration of a cut off falcon tube with a rubber septum and a glass vial with a gas 

tight septum used for purging sample, buffers, chemicals etc. with nitrogen- and carbon 

monoxide gas. For CO this was especially important since purging of CO needed to be done in 

a separate location due to safety regulations.  
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Milliliters of reduced CO-bound crystals were then brought to the BL3 beamline at SACLA in 

Japan (Huang & Lindau, 2012) for data collection. An aerobic glove box was used on site for 

sample preparation which included homogenization with MO and addition of CO to ensure that 

as large fraction as possible of the protein population was CO-bound. CO was added through 

the mixing of extra MO by purging melted MO with CO using the cut off Falcon tubes and 

septum prior to addition. CO-containing MO was then added in small aliquots of 3 μl until the 

right consistency was obtained. The sample cartridge was filled up with sample, spun to remove 

any bubbles and mounted with the HVE (Tono, 2017) with greased outlets on the sample side 

of the nozzle to prevent oxygen contamination and CO dissociation. The mounted injector was 

then put in a gas-tight plastic bag containing an oxygen indicator tablet and sealed by heat 

before taken out of the anaerobic glove box and to the experimental site. The grease seal would 

then be extruded during the run of the experiment.  

Data were collected in anaerobic conditions with helium gas surrounding the sample during 

extrusion using an X-ray of 7.5KeV and 30 Hz repetition rate <10 fs. With a flow rate of 0.5-

1.5 μl/min over 200 000 images were obtained with 41.059 hits. 60.4 % were indexed with the 

same work flow and software suits as previously described. A structure was solved at 2.0 Å in 

which binding of the CO molecule in the active site could be confirmed by unbiased difference 

omit maps.  

The aims of binding CO to the ba3-type CcO was both to gain insight into the structural 

movement upon CO binding at room temperature, but also to compare ba3-type CcO with the 

previous structures obtained at cryogenic temperatures and the model protein aa3 of the HCOs. 

The structure of which has been successfully determined with CO bound (Ishigami et al., 2017). 

Comparing the reduced CO-bound structure (paper III) with the oxidized structure of ba3-typ 

CcO at room temperature (paper II) which had a spherical shape of the unbiased Fo-Fc omit 

maps (Figure 18), the reduced CO-bound structure showed an elongated electron density 

corresponding to a CO molecule (Figure 21).  

To confirm a CO molecule as the ligand in the active site, a water molecule representing single 

oxygen species was modelled in the active site and the Fo-Fc electron density maps were refined. 

As a result, residual density remained elongated after refinement at a contour level of σ= 4.5 

which indicated that a water molecule was not a good candidate for the ligand. After a CO 

molecule was modelled in and the maps refined, no residual density was found at σ=4.5 and 

only small residual density was remained at a sigma level of 3.5 which indicates a good fit for 

a CO molecule in the active site as the ligand. CO also fit angle- and distance wise in the active 

site by binding 1.95 Å from the carbon to the iron and 2.56 Å to the CuB with an angle of 141 º 

relative to the normal of the heme. The binding geometry is similar to the bovine aa3-type CcO 

collected at 5 ºC (Shimada et al., 2017) but not similar to the structure obtained at room 

temperature (Ishigami et al., 2017). To further validate the ligand, UV/VIS spectroscopy was 

performed on the crystals before the experiment which showed a fully reduced CO-bound 

spectra (Figure 6). 
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Figure 21. Fo-Fc omit maps of the active site of ba3-type CcO showing: (A) the reduced-CO 

bound structure with the Fo-Fc omit map density without the ligand calculated in the active site 

contoured at 4.5 .  (B) oxidized structure (PDB ID 5NDC) also calculated without the ligand 

in the active site at 4.5 . (C) A cryogenic structure from synchrotron data (PDB ID 3QJQ) for 

comparison. (D) 2Fo-Fc electron density maps of the reduced structure with a CO calculated in 

the active site. Blue is contoured at σ=2 and represent the 2Fo-Fc density maps while the omit 

map is visualized in green at 3.5 σ.  

The CO-bound structure showed high agreement with the oxidized SFX structure (PDB ID 

5NDC) (paper II) with similar cell unit parameters and C2 as a space group. Conserved 

structural features such as the proton transfer channel and the water clusters in the expected 

proton-loading site could be observed in both structures. An interesting difference was found 

when comparing bovine aa3-type CcO and the microbial ba3-type CcO. Upon CO binding of 

bovine aa3-type CcO a major structural change is displayed in a region called helix x, especially 

of two residues (Ser382 and Val 380). This occurs when a ligand bind to the active site and 

heme a3 shifts upon change in redox state (Muramoto et al., 2010; Tomitake Tsukihara et al., 

2003). No similar movement is found in ba3-type CcO indicating that the ba3-type CcO differs 

from aa3-type CcO regarding what conformational changes are triggered upon ligand binding 

to the active site. This gives further evidence that it is of importance to compare structures of 

the two different species of CcOs since the overall mechanism may be the same but the details 

and which structural elements are involved can be different. 
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This work has also been performed with a purpose of doing two different types of pump-probe 

studies. Firstly, dissociating CO from the active site with a 532 nm pump laser pulse to reveal 

reverse structural movements in the protein. Secondly, by photolysis of caged oxygen, hints 

about the mechanism of proton pumping and ligand transfer in the ligand channel can be 

revealed. The CO-bound intermediate states are achievable crystal production wise using the 

protocols developed with the well-based method to produce the milliliters of CO probed sample 

needed for the experiments. For oxygen binding, protocols are still under development.  

Overall, the method of using wells has proven to be useful in CO-bindning of ba3-type CcO to 

screen for different reducing agent, the amount of reducing agent required and the approach of 

how to reduce the sample. The wells also gave an advantage in creating homogenous sample 

since crystals could be evaluated before pooled together prior to CO-purging.  

 

3.2.4 A combined approach to make microcrystals of Photosynthetic 

reaction center for SFX studies (Paper I and V) 

Production, purification and crystallization of RC in LCP were based on previous conditions 

(Chiu et al., 2000; Dods et al., 2017; Wöhri et al., 2009) and in addition of some commercial 

LCP screens. To crystallize RC, crystal contacts need to be aided by adding amphiphilic 

additives such as diols, triols or heptanetriol which was also confirmed by the commercial 

screening results. Production of crystals in Hamilton syringes yielded a few large diffracting 

needle-like crystals which were not optional for serial crystallography. Instead the well-based 

LCP method was tested with crystal seeds, a method commonly used in vapor diffusion. This 

method of using crystals from in surfo methods and crushing them by vortexing has previously 

been described (Dods et al., 2017) but not used together with LCP until now.  

Previous attempts of using LCP crystals and adding them as seeds to LCP conditions has been 

done before (Kolek, Bräuning, & Stewart, 2016) with promising results. However, this method 

is dependent on there already being a condition in LCP where crystals grow which might not 

always be the case. The method also shows similar problems with monitoring crystal growth 

with high focus using a stereo microscope over time without interrupting the crystallization 

process. An obstacle that is enhanced by the need to harvest the crystals as they are small since 

the method does not involve crushing of crystals. When using crushed vapor diffusion 

microcrystals to seed LCP, diffracting microcrystals of RC were obtained (Figure 22) which 

diffracted to 2.2 Å, unfortunately with a hexagonal space group too large for being indexed. 

The condition was further screened and an optimized crystallization hit was achieved, 

producing crystals suitable for SFX and TR-SFX studies using XFEL radiation.  

Protein was centrifuged (16 900 rcf, 15 min), concentrated to 0.3 mM and mixed with crystal 

seeds prior to reconstitution into LCP with the use of MO that already had been mixed with 

0.5% (v/v) uiquinone-2 (UQ2), a cofactor that occupy the QB pocket. The LCP suspension was 

then dispensed as 10-15 μl aliquots in 100 μl precipitant solution consisting of 40 mM zinc 

sulphate, 120 mM 1,2,3-heptanetriol isomer T, 100 mM sodium citrate and pH 6.0. Crystals 

were obtained after 3 days at room temperature. The amount of crystals and their shape were 

dependent upon the ratio of MO in contrast to the amount of seeding crystals that had little 
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effect on crystal growth. An increase of volume of MO during the mixing with protein solution 

resulted in higher density of smaller crystals (Figure 22). The microcrystals were then collected 

and stored in syringes before transportation to SACLA (Huang & Lindau, 2012) in Japan where 

they diffracted to 2.3 Å and ~6000 images could be indexed enough to solve a structure at a 

resolution of 2.4 Å.  

 

 

Figure 22. Microcrystals in LCP of RC at different stages during crystallization screening and 

optimization. (A) shows a crystallization hit early in the screening process. (B) optimization of 

the condition in Hamilton syringes as previously described (Ishchenko et al., 2016) yielded 

needle like crystals not enough crystal density for data collection. (C) displays crystal grown 

using the well-based approach. They diffracted to 2.2 Å but the symmetry of the unit cell was 

too large for indexing. (D) Optimized crystals obtained from seeded LCP which diffracted and 

a structure of RC was determined to 2.4 Å resolution.  
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Figure 23. Structure of RC with the co-factors 2Fo-Fc electron density maps calculated in blue 

and contoured at 1 σ. The electron density of UQ in QB was similar to the density calculated for 

the other cofactors.  

 

One of the advantages in crystallizing RC in LCP is the possibility to add ubiquinone (UQ) 

directly to the MO before reconstitution of the protein in the cubic phase since UQ mixes well 

with the lipids. The occupancy of UQ in the QB pockets can be seen in the electron density 

maps where the electron density is comparable with that of other co-factors in the structure 

(Figure 23). Ubiquinone can have two different positions in the binding pocket. Either a 

proximal position or a distal position depending on the position of the adjacent residues for 

hydrogen bonding possibilities. It was first thought that the distal binding position was the 

dominant form in RC (Lancaster & Michel, 1997) but more recent research has found that pH 

affects the distribution between the two binding positions (Koepke et al., 2007) as well as 

illumination since dark structures is mostly populated with the proximal position (Baxter et al., 

2005). Also, as the UQ2 tail is very flexible it is hard to model the UQ in the right position with 

high certainty. A second ubiquinone binding site feature was also observed in the structure. A 

hydrophobic pocket could be observed in the structure with a UQ2 molecule with lower 

occupancy located between two highly conserved residues; phenylalanine and tryptophan. 

However, this binding pocket is not observed in all structures and its purpose is still under 

elucidation. Another effect that was seen in the structure that might derive from the data 

collection at room temperature, is the high flexibility of bound lipids. Several tails of co-factors 

possess a highly flexible regions causing poor electron density. Other SFX structures sampled 

at room temperature show the same phenomenon as well as fewer detergent molecules (Dods 

et al., 2017; Johansson et al., 2013). 
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The method of combining features of vapour diffusion to enhance LCP crystallization in wells 

by seeding opens up a new way of crystallizing proteins. It is a unique possibility to add as a 

screening method if vapour diffusion crystals have been formed for a target protein that show 

promises to crystallize in LCP to enhance the crystallization growth. The article also highlight 

a difference in crystal growth comparing LCP crystallization in syringes with wells. Whether 

or not this is the case for RC needs to be further investigated, but it is not unthinkable since 

they are two separate crystallization systems with different properties. While the crystallization 

in syringes offers a completely closed system without an air pocket, the well-based system offer 

more variety regarding screening factors which affect the crystallization process.  

 

3.2.5 Sensory rhodopsin structure obtained from microcrystals grown in 

wells (Paper I and V) 

SRII was purified according to previous described methods (Hohenfeld, Wegener, & 

Engelhard, 1999) with following modifications; n-Octyl-β-D-Glucopyranoside (β-OG) was 

used instead of n-Decyl-β-D-Maltopyranoside as a detergent and a SEC was added after IMAC 

(Ni-NTA) using a buffer containing 150 mM NaCl, 25 mM Na+/K+ phosphate, 0.8 % (w/v) β-

OG with a pH of 5.1. SRII, with a protein concentration of 1.6 mM, was reconstituted in LCP 

and automated screening was performed with a crystallization robot (Gaisford et al., 2011). Hits 

were found in the crystallization screen of MemGold2 (Molecular Dimensions) and further 

optimized using the well-based method. Crystals of 10-40 μm were obtained in 38 % (v/v) 

PEG400, 150 mM CaCl2 and100 mM Glycine at pH 7.5 after 4-12 days in 22 ºC. Crystals were 

then screened at the BioMAX beamline at MAX IV Laboratory in Lund (Thunnissen et al., 

2013) which showed diffraction to approximately 2.7 Å resolution.  

Crystals were then further optimized regarding the amount of LCP suspension to precipitant 

solution and time. As a result, crystals were grown in 10 μl LCP strings dispensed in wells 

containing 400 μl of precipitant solution (same solution as above) over a time of 1-2 months 

resulting in 200 μl of crystal containing LCP with crystal sizes of 40-60 μm in size. Crystals 

were then brought to the beamline PX1 at the Swiss Light Source (SLS) (Weiss, 2001). The 

crystals were diluted with 20-25 % MO at site and extruded using a HVE injector (Weierstall 

et al., 2014) and a 75 μm nozzle. The sample was then continuously illuminated by a 2.6 mW 

laser of 488 nm for 30 min to collect light data before 30 min of dark data was collected. A flow 

rate of 0.2 μl/min yielded 26382 indexed images for the dark data set and 21518 indexed images 

for the light data set where crystals diffracted to 2.1 Å and 2.5 Å respectively.  Programs used 

for data processing were CrystFEL (White et al., 2012) and CCP4 (Potterton et al., 2018). The 

dark state structure was refined in several rounds of refinement using Phenix (Adams et al., 

2010) and COOT (Emsley et al., 2010) before being as a model for the difference Fourier 

electron density maps calculations using Phenix (Pražnikar, Afonine, Gunčar, Adams, & Turk, 

2009). The dark state structure showed high agreement with both the light state structure and a 

cryogenic structure previously determined  (Gushchin et al., 2011) regarding unit cell and space 

group (C2221). Using MR and phases from a 2.1 Å structure (PDB ID 1H68) (A Royant et al., 

2001) a room temperature SMX model could be built.  
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Figure 24. Bacteriorhodopsin (bR) (A) and SRII (B) with difference Fourier electron density 

maps calculated from continuous illumination of blue light and superimposed upon the dark 

state. (A) bR maps are calculated from PDB IDs: 6RQP and 6RQO (Weinert et al., 2019). 

Positive electron density is denoted by blue color and negative electron density by yellow color, 

both countoured at σ=3.  The orange colored stick-representation in the middle of the protein 

represents the retinal molecule.  

Light induced structural changes ins SRII were then compared to light induced structural 

changes in bacteriorhodopsin (bR), another well-studied light sensitive retinal containing model 

protein with structural similarities to SRII (Figure 5 and 24). By comparing dark state (laser 

off) with light state (laser on), structural changes upon illumination could be observed of helix 

C towards the retinal molecule for both proteins which has been argued to be the rate-limiting 

step of the Shiff base protonation (Eriko Nango et al., 2016; Antoine Royant et al., 2000). 

Another similarity is an instant delocalization of a water molecule in the active site of the dark 

state structure upon light triggering. This water delocalization allows for helix C to move 

towards helix G which triggers a structural cascade of movements within the protein (Nango et 

al., 2016; Nogly et al., 2018; Antoine Royant et al., 2000). An outward movement of helix F is 

also observed in both of the proteins which further gives evidence for similar structural 

dynamics of the two retinal-containing proteins despite their different functionality. On the 

other hand there are a few structural differences where the more noticeable one is observed in 

helix G. In bR helix G unwinds near the retinal on the cytoplasmic side upon illumination driven 

by the isomerization of the retinal. This movement is thought to aid reprotonation of the Schiff 

base by defining a site for water binding and thereby creating a water mediated pathway for 

proton exchange from the cytoplasm (Weinert et al., 2019). In SRII this movement of helix G 

is negligible which might explain the longer lifetime of the protonated state of the Schiff base. 

Another difference is a strong difference density in the bR maps that indicate a rotation of an 

aspartic acid residue (Asp85) in the time as deprotonation of the Schiff base. Upon the rotation, 

a hydrogen bond is broken with a nearby threonine residue (Thr89) which has been argued to 
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be important for avoiding protons to back-travel and reprotonate the Schiff base (Eriko Nango 

et al., 2016). Since SRII does not act as a proton pump there is no need for the protein to have 

this kind of preventive proton back-travelling mechanism even though SRII takes up and 

releases protons and have several proton-transferring steps in its photocycle (Sasaki & Spudich, 

1999). 

By comparing time-resolved diffraction studies of different but structurally similar proteins, 

subtle but important structural intermediates can be detected for understanding protein function. 

By comparing bR and SRII, the observations regarding helix G might explain the differences 

in lifetime of the two photocycles and how they relate to the function of the proteins - bR needs 

of efficient turnover for proton pumping while SRII needs more time to amplify and transfer 

the light signal. Using the well-based crystallization method, a new protocol that does not 

include reconstitution into purple membranes lipids, was developed. Crystallization 

optimization to increase efficiency of crystal production is crucial for experiments with large 

sample needs such as serial crystallography. Removing the step of reconstituting the protein 

into purple membrane is one of those optimization steps that save both time and effort. Crystals 

produced according to the new protocol based on the well-based LCP approach thus promise 

for applications in both pump-probe TR-SFX and -SSX.  

.  

3.2.6 Summary and discussion part II 

The development of the well-based approach for production of LCP crystals presents a wide 

variety of applications that have contributed to the field of serial crystallography. They vary 

from protocol development (paper I, III, IV and V) to novel structures (paper II) and new 

crystallization hits (paper I-V). We present three different proteins that have been 

microcrystallized according to the well-based LCP approach with structures determined at 

resolutions from 2.0-2.7 Å. Using the well-based approach as a foundation for screening and 

producing microcrystals in LCP, new applications can dawn such as the combinational method 

of in surfo seeding in LCP (paper IV) and removal of effort- and time demanding steps such as 

purifying purple membranes for SRII incorporation prior to crystallization (paper I and V). The 

method has also been aiding a solution change of a highly toxic crystallization condition to a 

user- and environmentally friendly condition with MES instead of the arsenic-containing 

sodium cacodylate trihydrate (paper III). Here plastic plates were used to avoid the risk of 

solution contact during cleaning of the glass plates and to ease the waste handling. Plastic 

crystallization plates showed no difference in crystal growth but the LCP adhered to the sides 

of the plastic wells, a similar problem as we had with the collection of LCP strings for syringe 

packing using plastic pipette tips. 

These results indicate a working method protocol for various purposes. The results also show 

that crystals might crystallize differently in wells compared to syringes, but this idea needs to 

be further evaluated before making any firm conclusions. In either case, LCP 

microcrystallization in wells is a method that has proven to be of great aid for SSX and SFX 

structural studies and promising results for future time-resolved pump-probe experiments. 

Overall, this method of producing microcrystals is a good complement to the methods already 

existing, where monitoring crystals over time with high focus is of importance.  
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4. Conclusions and future perspectives 
Since the method of using LCP with membrane proteins was developed and used to solve 

several known ‘hard-to-crystallize’ membrane protein structures, the field of LCP 

crystallization has expanded enormously. Together with serial crystallography, LCP 

crystallization opens up a field within life science with endless potential. However, the serial 

crystallography method requires large volumes of sample, and even more in pump-probe 

experiments, making membrane protein crystallization demanding. By developing a method of 

screening and producing crystals in wells rather than in syringes, we present new ways of 

visualizing the growth of microcrystals in LCP (paper I). The well-based approach offers a way 

of screening a lot of different crystallization conditions effortless with more screening variables 

and the opportunity to monitor the crystals over time without interrupting the crystallization 

process. The method has proven to be useful in many different applications.  

In paper II we described the first room temperature structure of ba3-type CcO with a water or 

hydroxide in the active site compared to peroxide that was previously modelled in structures. 

The method has also found a way for SRII to be crystallized without using purple membranes 

resulting in a novel crystallization condition and will be a good foundation for crystal 

production for pump probe experiments (paper I).  

In paper III we found a new crystallization condition with non-toxic properties and developed 

a protocol for CO-binding of the active site of ba3-type CcO. This work is ongoing with goals 

to do TR pump-probe studies by triggering structural change by CO dissociation and upon O2-

binding from caged oxygen to reveal the mechanism of proton translocation and the migration 

of oxygen which is still not fully known. Since we found that crystals can be grown in a reduced 

condition and CO is shown to dissociate into the lipid phase, a possibility of flushing CO over 

either in situ produced crystals or crystals transferred to chips could be developed and optimized 

for fixed target crystallography data collection. This would show that well-based crystallization 

approach can be used in several different experimental set up strategies 

In paper IV the well-based method is combined with techniques from the vapor diffusion 

method where crushed crystals are mixed with the protein solution before reconstitution into 

LCP as seeding to aid crystal growth. The combined method showed great results with well 

diffracting crystals but also drew attention to a difference in crystallizing in syringes compared 

to wells. A result that needs further investigation.  

In paper V a crystallization step could be removed by using LCP instead of purple membranes 

for SRII and still retain stability and function of the enzyme. Microcrystallization screening 

resulted in a new crystallization hit that revealed new structural insights. The crystallization 

protocol developments made for paper V can be used to create enough sample for future time 

resolved studies.  

Altogether, the method of well-based LCP crystallization meet the requirements of producing 

large volumes of microcrystals for the expanding field of serial crystallography. Overall, this 

thesis contributes to the continuing development of serial crystallography, which shows great 

promise for growth, particularly for time resolved studies.  
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5. Populärvetenskaplig sammanfattning 
Varje levande organism är uppbyggd utav celler som hålls ihop av ett cellmembran. 

Cellmembranet har ofantligt många skilda uppgifter som bland annat skydd från omvärlden, 

energiproduktion, transport, signalering och organisering av uppgifter. Cellmembranet är så 

pass viktigt att de flesta processer som sker i kroppen har med cellmembranet att göra vilket 

gör det föga överraskande att en tredjedel av hela vårt genom kodar för de proteiner som finns 

där i. Detta i sin tur har medfört att över hälften av alla mediciner som finns tillgängliga på 

marknaden har dessa proteiner som mål.   

En av de mest livsviktiga funktionerna för proteinerna i cellmembranet är att tillverka energi. 

Detta görs hos människor i cellandningen där vi andas in syre som driver en process där flera 

proteiner överför protoner, en positivt laddad atom, som skapar en elektrisk potential som cellen 

sedan kan överföra till kemisk energi. Det är den kemiska energin som används i cellen och 

kroppen. Trots att det är en sådan livsviktig process så vet vi inte allt om proteinerna i 

cellandningen ännu. Två av de områden som vi fortfarande behöver mer kunskaper om är hur 

protonerna transporteras i proteinerna och hur syret som vi andas migrerar inuti proteinet. Detta 

för att förstå helt hur energin bildas i organismer.  

För att ta reda på hur protonpumpningen sker och hur syre förflyttas i proteinet så flyttas 

proteinmolekylen över från det naturliga cellmembranet till ett syntetiskt tillverkat membran 

där man kan kontrollera dess egenskaper. Genom att tillsätta salter och andra kemiska 

substanser kan man sedan få proteinmolekylerna att arrangera sig på ett visst sätt så att de bildar 

kristaller genom att få det syntetiska membranet att ändra karaktär. Det är dessa kristaller som 

sedan tas med till stora forskningsstationer, partikelacceleratorer, där röntgenstrålar skjuts på 

kristallerna. När röntgenstrålen träffar en elektron i en atom som finns i proteinet så ändrar den 

färdriktning. Genom att ha en detektor kan man mäta den vinkel som färdriktningen ändrades 

i. Det är denna vinkel vi bland annat kan använda för att genom matematiska beräkningar ta 

reda på hur proteinerna ser ut på molekylär nivå. En fördel med att använda sig av syntetiska 

membran är att man kan skapa väldigt små kristaller, mindre än 0,000020 m som man träffar 

med röntgenstrålen och sedan därefter kasserar. Genom att använda många små kristaller som 

bara används en gång istället för en stor kristall som man använder fler gånger, så undviker man 

slitage på kristallen som kan påverka ens data negativt. Detta innebär dock att det krävs 

tusentals kristaller istället för en vilket kräver en metod för att producera alla dessa.  

Den här avhandlingen består av två delar där den första beskriver en metod där man kan odla 

dessa små kristaller på en glasplatta som gör att man kan övervaka hur kristallerna växer och 

ser ut utan att behöva stoppa deras tillväxt. På så sätt kan man tillsätta olika kemikalier som 

påverkar hur kristallerna växer och utvärdera vilket sätt som ger bäst kristaller - d.v.s. de 

kristaller som ger bäst upplösning så att man ser så många detaljer som möjligt på atomnivå. 

Det går t.ex. att utskilja enskilda vattenmolekyler och vid riktigt bra upplösning även enskilda 

väteatomer, den allra minsta atomen i det periodiska systemet.  

Den andra delen beskriver sedan hur vi har tagit reda på om huruvida metoden funkar genom 

att använda den på flera olika proteiner på lite olika sätt. För proteinet som överför protoner 

över membranet har vi lyckats ta reda på hur proteinet ser ut och även utvecklat vår metod till 
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att i framtiden kunna göra molekylära filmer genom att få proteinet att röra på sig genom 

tillsättning av syre eller kolmonoxid och sedan skjuta röntgenstrålar på det vid olika tidpunkter. 

För ett bakteriellt ljuskänsligt protein har nya kristalliseringsmetoder upptäckts genom att man 

använder vår metod tillsammans med en annan metod där man tillsätter små kristaller som 

sedan får växa till sig i plattorna, till skillnad från att låta dem växa från grunden. För det tredje 

proteinet, ett protein som är involverat i hur uråldriga organismer, arkéer, rör sig, så har vår 

metod gjort att man kan förenkla kristalliseringen genom att hoppa över vissa steg som annars 

är viktiga för att proteinet ska arrangera sig till kristaller.  

Vad vi kan visa är att vår metod funkar för flera olika applikationer och har enorm potential att 

kunna utvecklas. Därmed bidrar denna avhandling till utvecklingen av mikrokristallisering o h 

fältet inom kristallografi. Metoden visar även goda förutsättningar för att användas till 

tidsupplösta datainsamlingar som kan ge ökad kunskap om proteiners funktion och 

mekanismer, med mål att kunna utröna hur protoner överförs över membranet och hur syre tar 

sig till det aktiva sätet i ett av proteinerna i cellandningen.  
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